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just hauled upon it jn company with her Majesty, God bless him ; or will you flog could not lead, dashed upon deck, boiling i them, I say, Captain Stanley,” he added^
prizn, when the look-out aloft reported a both the sloop and the frigate ?”
over with wrath ; while, to add to his vex as the latter came into his boat, “ dont you
“ Spin that yarn to marines, my fine fel ation, f
sail ! and sure enough, in plain sight to
the officers and seamen standing think it would be a good plan lor us to club
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
the southeast, was an English sloop-of-war, low,” replied Benson quietly, as he removed around, though ignorant of English, were together and take this frigate ? I believe
JAMES K. REMICH.
the glass from his eye. “ There’s nothing laughing heartily at the practical wit of we could lick her, and then we could have
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. crowding everything in chase.
TERMS OF THE G AZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Surpi isecl, Benson no doubt was; but English about that craft, if I can read oak the Yankee.
our own fight good naturedly. eh ?”
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— with his usual promptitude bis plan of oper um.”
The Englishman, however, was in no hu
Once upon the quarter deck, Benson
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
“ I’ll bet you a dinner of stewed catharp* altered his tone, and uncovering and bow mor for jesting, and vouchsafed no reply ;•
ations was instantly laid ; and running the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub schooner close under the lee of the prize, a enlegs and a luck out of grog on that, broth ing politely to the Danish captain, he ad* so each returned to his vessel.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
“ We have taken out all the schoonef
line was thrown on board of her by which er Jonathan,” continued St. John, jesting dressed him in French, informing him who
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
ly ; “ but what is she then ?”
and what he was, and where bound, thus will stow of the Indiaman’s cargo, sir,” re
any error in aiiy advertisement beyond the amount three more weije passed.
charged for its insertion.
“ She is neither American, English, or giving his version of the story, while the ported Townsend, as Benson came on board.
“ Now, Mr. Townsend,” said Benson,
“ Very good, sir,” replied Benson ; mus
“ lower away the stern and quarter boats : French,” replied Benson, “ and that is all I Englishman stood by, awaiting his turn.
MISCELLANEOUS.
If she was one of Uncle Sam’s
lay them alongside and fill them with men. care for.
At length, he also, in obedience to the ter all hands aft here.”
You will go with them on board the ship, forty-four gunners, they would be coming in commands of the Dane, gave his name
Few words sufficed to explain his plan#
[From the American Monthly Magazine.]
for a share of the prize money, and I don’t and that of bis vessel. Captain Stanley, and it was rapidly put into execution. All
THE CRUISE OF THE 5 SPARKLER. and make all sail, for in this chase the prize
crew will not be sufficient to work her rap want any of their assistance : so I am satis- of H. B. M. sloop of war, L---------- , and the English prisoners, including Captain St.
[concluded.]
Keep up your file my lads. bitterly complained of the interference of John, were put into the cabin of the India
idly ; and when you have done that open fied as it is.
The commander of the schooner was
her hatches, rig whipsand lop burtons, toss Straight as you go, quarter master.”
a neutral power with his chase’ofthe pri man, and the companion-way, skylights^
much surprised at meeting such defer mined
The sloop-of-war seemed to have been vateer ; and having warmed with his sub deadlights, and hatches, locked fast and bat
her boats overboard, and get the most valu
resistance where he had expected abject
able of her ’tween, decks cargo on deck aware ofthe presence of the frigate before, ject, he categorically demanded the name tened down. Next, all her sheets, taeks and
submission ; and as the vessels neared, soon
with all speed.—Further orders I will for she continued her chase, occasionally ofthe vessel and her commander, who had halyards^ were stoppered and unrove and her
became aware, from the destructive effect
firing a gun apparently aiming at the rig dared to heave to an English man-of-war ; studding sails were then set on both sides^
transmit by signal or otherwise.”
ofthe English fire upon his crowded decks,
These commands were soon obeyed, and ging of the Indiaman; and although the and wound up with the declaration, that she being still hove to, and leaving tire tacks
that he must put an end to the game imme
the boats were sent twice full stowed, both frigate was rapidly approaching seemed to unless he was allowed instantly to open standiug, the sheets and halyards were also
diately, and trust to boarding for success.
vessels being at the time under rapid head think that she, at least, had nothing to fear. his fire upon the American, he would re stoppered and unrove ; and every thing be
He accordingly changed bis course so as to
For half an hour such was the state of port theDane to the lords of the admiral ing repaired, the remainder of the thirty
way. Thus a hundred of the privateers
pass across the bows of the Indiaman, in
men were on board the ship very shortly, affairs on ail sides, and this time imply suf ty, and through them to the king of Den minutes truce was employed in starting over-’
tending to rake him thoroughly, and then
while the boats were hauled back empty to ficed to bring the frigate within half a mile mark.
board the balance of her cargo. When the
board him ; but St. John, who was now in
the schooner, and run up the davits as be of the privateer on her weather-beam, head
“ All this is very good, sir,” replied the captain of Danish frigate braced up at the close of the
his element, loudly cheering bis men, and
fore. Thus well manned, the prize was im ing as if to pass between her and the sloop- the frigate, not the least ruffled by the furious tone of truce, the Indiaman was cast off from the
fighting most determinedly, was fully aware
the Englishman : “ you are on board His Danish
mediately under a crowd of canvass, and all of-war.
Majesty’s frigate Donnebrog, which J, the Baron Au privateer, her yards squared, and her beltn,
of his intention ; and falling off before the
Benson now sent up the American flag gustus Von Hovenburg. have the honor to command; lashed fast amid-ships, and instantly gather
her damages being repaired, she proved a
wind, let drive his whole starboard battery
crack sailor, and about equal to the wind at the fore, and at the same instant a broad but novy that 1 have ascertained what you both are, ing way, she was off like a shot before the
down upon the decks of the American, and
you must allow Captain Benson as much time as will
(their coarse being northwest) to the sloop- banner blew out clear at the fore sky sail place him as far ahead of you as he was when I or wind, heading directly for the sloop of war.
among his rigging, carrying away her lore
The few Americans who yet remained on
of-war. The privateer on this, shortened mast head of the frigate, disclosing amidst dered him to heave to.”
gaff and the throat and peak haliardsof her
“ D------ d if I do, ,that’s all,” growled Captain Stan
board the Indiaman, then jumped into their
sail to keep abreast of her prize, and all its rustling folds, the armorial bearings of ley, being nearly ready to burst with rage,
•mainsail ; which last came thundering down
tire battle ensign of the Danish crown;
three bowled merrily onward.
•' But you'shall, sir,” replied the Baron, secretly boat, were hauled back by a line, the boat
by the run ; and then, despite of the broad
“ There goes your launch, neighbor,'” while far astern, at the mast head of.the wishing to favor the American, though this proposi run up at the davits, and the schooner filling
side of the schooner, which swept along his
tion was only justice.—” And, moreover, 1 shall allow
said Benson to St. John, who was walking sloop-of-war, glancing in the sun beams, no fighting between you while my ship is in presence.” away, stood north-west :—thus keeping her
decks in thunder and flame, he instantly
Which course does your .lordship intend to steer?” prize between herself and the sloop.
with him on the quarter-deck of the schoon waved the meteor flag of England, Firing
hauled again upon the wind ; so that, disa
asked Betison, very innocently, winking at the Eng
The Indiaman, meanwhile, bore rapidly
er, as the ship’s long-boat was tossed over one gun across the privateer’s bows, and lishman.
bled as was the privateer, she lay right in
the side according to orders, while the stern another across the sloop of war’s, the frig
'• Toward the American coast, sir,” replied the Bar down for the man of war, and the latter was
his course, and was apparently doomed to
so nearly in her course, that Stanley found
and quarter boats followed suit in their ate continued her course a moment longer, ron, understanding him at once.
be run down by the immense hull of the in
“ That's just my course, my lord,” continued Ben
small way, thus making quite a fleet adrift, and then hove to immediately between son demurely. “ and I’ll keep under your lordship’s great difficulty in getting out of the way in1
diaman.
time, for had the Indiaman yawed two
all officers and no seaman, like a French them, sending up a white flag at her main. lee.”
This seemingly inevitable result was pre
“ I’ll be d------ d ifyou shall, sir,’ broke in Captain points, she would have run him slap aboard;
“ The English of that, Capt. St. John,” Stanley,
man-of-war.
I hope they will have a
whose patience was fast vanishing before the
vented, and the whole aspect of the combat
which concussion, as it would probably have
pleasant cruise : perhaps the sloop may pick said Benson, smiling, “ is, heave to, send h gibes of the Yankee.
’changed by one of those small events which
“
Don
’
t know how you’ll prevent me, sir,” replied sent both to the bottom, was not exactly a
them up to prevent so shameful a waste of boat on board, and knock off firing, because
have so often turned the tide of battle.
Benson very composedly, shutting his starboard eye
“ consummation devoutly to be wished.
good stuff. That reminds me, by the by, I am between you, so belay all with that aiid squinting horribly with the other.
At the moment of receiving the India“ Quietly; gentlemen, quietly,” said' the Dane, By this lime, also, Stanley perceived that
she may be within range—here, haul that forty-two, and take a severe turn round that
man’s broadside, there were two men at
gravely, just step into my cabin and take dinner with there were no persons onboard the India
forty-two aft, some of you ; we’ll try Mr. hen-coop,”
me—we’ll ta Ik this matter over. No refusal, gentle
ihe privateer’s wheel ; the one at the lee
man’s deck ; and the nature of Benson’s trick
Bull at long bowls.
He then made signal for the Indiaman men, come along.”
wheel was instantly killed by a grape shot,
Captain Stanley, though wishing the Dane at the dawning upon him, he became aware that it
The long Tom was accordingly hauled to heave to, and when she had done so,
while the other who escaped unhurt, in his
devil, could not retuse ; while Benson enjoying the fun,
aft, elevated and let drive ; but the distance shortened sail on the schooner, and laid her gladly accepted (he invitation, and all descending to was not so easy to take possession of the In
endeavor to free the wheel from the grasp
diaman, she having ol course, a singular de
proved greater than Benson had imagined, right alongside of his prize, under her lee. the cabin, sat down to dinner.
of the dying man, forgetting the helm was a
“ Now then gentlemen,” said the Baron, as he ad gree of independence in her motions ; and
for although the shot accidentally hit the
“ Now, Mr. Townsend,” said Benson, as justed
his napkin in the most scientific manner, and
The
spoke or two alee, put it hard up.
sloop-of-war, it was too neatly spent to his boat was lowered and manned, “you made the other requisite preparations for taking his al before his operations were arranged, she
schooner still had headway upon her, and
lowance
aboard, “ nothing so much injures digestion had whizzed past him and was off to the1
do much,Apjury.
will turn to all hands, and toss that cargo on
the wind acting upon her disabled sails, sud
as violent talking, therefore we’ll eat our dinner in
Tl|a^^MBiill determined to repay in board of us as if the devil was after you, peace,
and
discuss this matter over our wine. Captain southwest at twelve knots an hour.
denly brought her head round to port, she
This was decidedly provoking, and Stancoi
How’s this?” Stanley, allow me to give you a bit of his majesty's
nothing heavier than a while I board the frigate.
being a point upon the Indiaman’s starboard
junk ;” and during dinner he talked over the news,
under, Was obliged to elevate he continued, “ the sloop-of-war has not the best method of ascertaining longitude by D. R. an ey was obliged at once to give up all hope
bow, her jib-boom just swept clear of the
it so mlW^^fiat the shot fell wide of the hove too.” Such was the fact. The sloop- improvement he had made in the log, and narrated of capturing the privateer, which had now
ship’s cutwater, and in an instant she was
gained good start to the windward, and
mark astern. It showed, however, that the of-war being some three or four miles from some well twisted yarns.
lying along her weather side, afoul.
With all this display, Benson was much pleased, as
privateer might be hit by a chance shot, and the frigate, continued her course without he knew it would give time for his men to gel out the make all sail in chase of the Indiaman, for to
“ Boarders away !” shouted Benson, per BensQfi determined to avoid the possibility, minding the summons of the Dane, and this Indiaman’s cargo, and accordingly swallowed the leave her in her present condition, would
ceiving his advantage; and spite of a volley however remote, of being crippled in this disobedience of her orders was apparently Baron’s stories, and laughed so heartily at his jokes, have been outright murder to all on board.
that he made quite a lodgment in the Dane’s good
of musketry, which laid low a dozen of his manner, changed his position so as to bring not observed on board the frigate.
opinion ; while Stanley, too angry to eat or talk, an Accordingly, with many heartfelt execra
best men, and wounded more, he was in the Indiaman between himself and the sloop“ That’s a good one, Johnny War,” swered only when addressed, and then only in mono tions at the Yankee’s trick, be bore away in
stantly on the ship’s deck, backed by an of-war ; and that .they might be fully aware shouted St. John, clapping his hands:“ you syllables.
chase, while, to add to his vexation the pri
“ Well, gentlemen,” said the Baron, as he finished
hundred men. The combat was brief, and what the prize was, he ordered to send up perceive, Captain Benson, that my coun relating an out and outer, and passed the bottle tor the vateer perceiving his change of course, in
the English captain being struck down, the at her peak the English ensign, under the trymen yonder does not care a straw for the twelfth time. r‘ we will now arrange this matter. stantly put up her helm also, and dispatch
men conceiving further resistance useless, stripes and stars ; and at her mast heads frigate’s orders. She’s neutral, and has no When I hove too the schooner, she was four miles from ing a forty-two pound shot to inform of
the sloop of war ; it is, of course, fair that she should
surrendered ; having thus kept at bay a most the private signal and all the holiday bunt business to interfere.”
now have the same advantage. You, Captain Stan that fact, gave him chase, taking care to aley, will therefore remain hove to, until Captain Ben
overwhelming force, with a determination ing usually sported by English West IndiaThe Dane, however, was not idle, and son has made his headway ; and then you can continue void the range of his stern chasers, so that
and effect which proved them worthy repre men.
waiting quietly until the sloop-of-war was your chase. But Captain Benson, I cannot allow ei it looked amazingly, as he was running asentatives of the English name.
By thus placing the Indiaman between within half a mile of her, she then fired two ther you or your prize to keep under my lee, for 1 way from the schooner.
should by so doing violate, my neutrality : and although
It was truly a laughable sight, to see the
Quarters being given to all, the wounded himselfand his pursuer, where she was more guns in quick succession, the shot of the first I shall keep in sight of you, it will be only to see rhe
were handed over to the surgeon of the pri likely to be hit than the schooner, Benson passed merrily over the water just ahead of result of the game, as 1 shall not interfere any way.” sloop-mf-war, setting studding sails alow and
“ Ifyou please, npy lord,” said Benson a comical aloft, and cracking on every thing in chase
vateer, and the remainder of the Indiaman’s hoped to escape harm, through the natural the Englishman, while the second whistled idea
entering his cranium at this moment, “ thirty min
crew were sent on board the schooner. unwillingness of the sloop-of-war to fire up through his main and rnizen masts.
utes’ truce from the time 1 reach my vessel, will suit of the Indiaman ; for to fire upon her could
The Americans then set about securing on her own flag.
That decided the point ; the sloop in me as well as four miles headway. In that time I do no manner of good, as it would very like
shall return the Indiaman’s crew and passengers on
their prize and repairing damages ; and be
This was a true Yankee trick, and was, stantly backed her main top sail, while board of her, and we will then escape by running or ly kill some of her crew ; so that it was alto
gether quite a romantic chase, very much
fore twilight had darkened into night, both for a time, for the foregoing reason, suc her captain, jumping into his boat, pulled fighting, as it may happen.”
is very fair, sir,” replied the Dane; “and like running after eggs down hill ; to put
vessels were close hauled upon the wind, cessful ; the sloop contented herself with for the frigate, chock full of wrath at the with That
that, Captain Stanley, I think you will be satis-'
still blowing from the northwest, standing crowding all sail in chase, seldom replying interruption of his pastime.
fled. Al the end of the thirty minutes.’ truce 1 shall your foot on them would stop them doubt
fill
away,
amt leave you to fight your own battles, and less ; but it would probably break them in
to the shot, which, one after another, with
in for the American coast.
A race, my lads,” said Benson, who
at that we will consider it settled.” So saying, he re the bargain.
The injury to both vessels was princi the most provoking pertinacity and skill, jumped into his boat at this moment also;'
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
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pally in the upper works, spars and rigging,
neither having received any material shot
between wind and water, so that neither
sprang any alarming leak, and what few
iook place were soon plugged ; and so, con
tinuing the repairs of masts, sails, &c. the
Indiaman having a stout prize crew, they
kept on their course for the land.
The passengers of the Indiaman were
treated with the utmost respect, their Cabin
being left entirely for their use. ’ They’
were also requested to point out their own
private property, which would not, in any
event, be touched ; and Capt. Benson hav
ing further assured them they should be
landed at Bermuda, if possible, they finally
came to the conclusion that he was a very
polite fellow, and their lot far from for
lorn.
About midnight the weather having be
come very thick, it fell dead calm, and so
continued until morning.

Now it so happened that an English
sloop-of-war of twenty-four guns, though out
of sight, had heard the cannonading of the
day previous, and horn the heavy reports of
a single gun, at intervals of a minute, be
came convinced that the gun in question
was the long tom of a Yankee privateer.
Acting from this belief, she had so shaped
her course that she would probably be nea.rup with the privateer by day break, rightly
■ judging that upon making the capture, the
American would steer for the United States
coast. In the darkness she had approach
ed the schooner, though neither party was
sensible of the proximity, and being also be
calmed, had lain all night within six miles
of her.
As the day broke, the wind sprang up
from the northeast, and the privateer had

were pitched, always in her vicinity, and
frequently plump into her, from the priva
teer’s long forty-two; hoping Cherselfa
prime sailor) to rescue the ship in good or
der, and compel the privateer either to take
to his heels alone, or to be sent to the bot
tom for his covetousness, when she should
come down upon him with his reserved
fire.

“ she’s as near the frigate as we are, give
way.’’
Now the etiquette of men of war pro
nounces it most honorable to board at the
starboard gangway, which, as the Dane
lay hove to, was the side toward the pri
vateer, and when her boat was within a
few lengths of the ladder, the boat of the
sloop-of-war came under the frigate’s
stern, making for the same gangway, it
being, of course, beneath the Englishman’s
dignity to go bn board at the other.
Benson, who was as full of fun as his
opponent was of wrath, no sooner became
aware of this fact, than he steered direct
ly for the bow of the other boat, and his
own being a sharp whale boat, he ran her
right aboard with so much force and good
will, that all the English oarsmen, “ caUght
crabs,” while their commander, who was
standing at the moment, was nearly
thrown overboard by the concussion.

Now all this was very fine ; but the sloopof-war, though' one ofthe crackest sailors in
his Majesty’s navy when going large, (be
fore the wind,) was not so excellent when
close hauled, and was destitute of the true
independent Yankee way of putting the
wind’s eye out with her flying-jib-boom
when on a bow-line; accordingly, at this
sentimental game, she did not make much.
“ Captain Benson,” said St. John, as the
privateer took up her position as above stat
ed, and was firing at her pursuer as fast as
her long Tom cotdd be served, “ you would
soon escape the sloop, by making sail on
“ Old England for ever ! Rule Brittathe schooner, and leaving my ship to take nia !” shouted Benson, as he shoved in at
her chance.”
the ladder ; “ hope you are not drowned,
“ You don’t say so, shipmate,” replied my lord. I say, my lord, I guess that are
Benson, with a knowing wink and the true was as solid as one of my forty-two’s love
Yankee drawl.
“ Do tell!
I don’t do taps. What’s your opinion, my lord ? If
that are by a —— sight.”
a fellow waste serve me such a sweetner
“ Sail ho !” reported the look-out aloft. as that, my lord,------- my bloody eyes,
“ Where away !” replied Benson, quick- my lord, if I would’n’t be into his pork
!ybarrel about east, my lord.
I say, Mr.
“ To windward, sir,” answered the look Bull, continued Benson, as he deliberately
out ; and in plain sight, on the weather bow, mounted the ladder, “ would’nt have you
distant not more than eight miles, was a expect I meant to do that ’are ; Oh 1 no,
large ship bearing down, which, in the bus my lord, it was all an accident done a pur
tle of the chase, had escaped observation. pose—Come aboard, my lord, after me is
“ An English frigate, by the Lord!” manners.”
The Englishman, out of all patience,
shouted St. John, jumping on a gun. “ Now,
Captain Benson, what do you say ? shall I threw a stretcher at Benson’s head, and
take command, in the name of His Brittanic following, as he needs must, since he

turned on deck, followed by the rivals.
Captain Stanley, though little pleased with this de
cision, felt that it was useless to remonstrate, and sul
lenly mounted the gangway to descend into his boat,
when, on glancing al the privateer, a sighlgreeled his
eyes, which made him pause and give vent to several
vigorous anathemas.

Now it so chanced that the privateer’s men
having nearly cleared the Indiaman of the
most valuable part of her cargo, were at this
moment tossing the cases of silks and chests
of tea in a perfect shower over her gunwale
upon the deck of the schooner; while the
multitude, ofcases, boxes, &c., which lay about the American’s deck, showed plainly
that Jonathan had well improved his time.
This was too much for Captain Stanley’s
nerves and jumping back, he angrily demand
ed of the Danish Baron, that Benson should
be compelled to restore the. cargo of the In
diaman.

Accordingly, the Danes and the* Yankees cachinated greatly at »Stanley’s pickle } and he, gues
sing their thoughts, from his consciousness of the
predicament he was in, mingled all manner of
prayers for their future condition with the order»
he gave, the which petitions, if granted, will ma
terially affect the condition of the' scamps afore
said, on the leeward side of the river Styx.
The Indiaman, meanwhile, seemed spitefully
to sail like the devil, so that it was more than an
hour before the sloop was abreast of her, the pri
vateer giving chase to both. Having overtaken
her, it was next necessary to board her, and this
too was by no means so easy. Two large shipsunder full headway would rasp one another fine
ly if laid alongside, while to send a boat was use
less, as it would drop astern very shortly ; so here'
was another peck of troubles.
Captain Stanley at length perceiving that noth
ing else would do, ran within a hundred feet of
the Indiaman, and loading his starboard battery
with chain shot, let drive among her rigging.
Here, however, he got more than he bargained'
for. Intending to shoot away the braces, theshrouds and stays followed ; and the wheel being'
also demolished, the Indiaman yawed suddenly,
and in an instant was lying along his weatherside, afoul. The eonsequent rasp Was highly em
phatic, and, in consequence, down thundering
came the masts and yards of the Indiaman, the'
greater part upon the decks of the sloop of war j
so that Stanley was upon the whole, qiuite decent
ly peppered ; while to crown all, the forty-two'
pound shot from the privateer, as she hauled up
on the wind ior the coast, came crashing through
his taflerel.

“ That, sir,” replied the Baron, suppres
sing a laugh with difficulty, “ is none of my
business, and no part of Captain Benson’s
agreement. He agreed to leave the ship to
take her chance, but said nothing about the
cargo;—you must helm that as you can.
And furthermore, sir,” he added sternly,
“ ifyou offer to brace up before 1 do, which
I shall’do as soon as the thirty minutes have
expired, I shall consider it a personal insult,
and shall open my fire upon you immediate;ly. So, adieu, gentlemen ; it is seldom that
The House of Assembly of Jamaica bavet
I meet such pleasant society at sea, and
passed an act for the total abolition of slavery
I shall always remember you.”
in that Island Irotn and alter the 1st day ot
Politely taking leave of the Baron, Benson
August next. Similar acts have been passed
returned to bis boat, when the bloody faces in Barbadoes and other ofthe British islands.
of both boat’s crews showed that they had This is probably a mere nominal abolition.—
been enjoying a little quiet fight among them The rigid and partial laws of the British Col
onies, the ignorance and imbecility of the
selves.
“ How’s this, my lads,” said he, in a Africans, swarms of whom are continually
arriving from their native climes, will neces
loud tone that Stanley might hear him, as he
sarily make them nearly as much subject to
shoved off to let his boat draw up; “you the will and caprice of planters as ever. Ev
did.wrong to flog those gentleman rope-haul en the condition of a white British subject is;
ers ; you should have doused your peak to but little better than that of a Southern slave

remedy, neither the sons of the country nor i
Pittsfield, Monday, July 16.— Terrific Expío foreigners are safe, and the lessons he is daily
MAIL ARTICLES
bion.—Last Thursday night, we experienced
COMMUNICATIONS^
receiving of the usurpations of the South (
one of the most terrific explosions ever witnes
Six days later from England.—The packet American Governments upon the rights and
[From the Jefferson County’ Whig—Extra.]
For the Kennebunk Gaiette.
sed here before. It appeared that the Powder
ship Siddons arrived at New York on Thurs privileges of foreign residents, as well as the
FROM THE FRONTIER.
Magazine, containing 800 lbs. of powder, was !
day, brings London papers to June 15. The prompt and efficient means now taking to
Sackett's Harbor, July 12, ?
fired by some daring villains, and the damage ' The Saco Democrat says“ Who could hes
news is unimportant. The sales of cotton at put an effectual stop to such overt acts, by
1 o’clock, P. M. y
it done was truly terrible. The Magazine was itate, for a moment, between the claims of
Liverpool for the last week had been some such nations as have received these injuries,
About 10o’clock, this morning, the steamer ..........
... the_ .....
j...n feground,
.
o Nathan Clifford and N. D. Appleton as can
situated in
burying
nearly ...
in ,„
the
what less brisk, at a decline of 1-8 a l-4d per will no doubt have a most salutary effect.
j, 3 elegraph,'m the service of rhe United Slates, centre of the village, ami every buildiu^ with- didates for congress ?” and we put the same
lb. Sales for the week 21,180 bales.
The survey
canal' «VHIC,
route, via
riv- Arrived from a cruise among the Thousand ‘ in 100 rods was more or less injured ° '
" j of the
ll,c vaun
v« the
me IivOne question. Who can? They are both law
Still another steam ship, the Tiger, it was
r7Jer fean Jl*an alul lake Nicaragua, is nearly Isles, and brought with her two prisoners of, house, of brick, owned by N. Sn.,,,»
rung, about 6M yers. Mr. Appleton has been in practice as a
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R- r ‘l.ol,l,son’s ferai‘g °i’despe»-adoes, and Johnson sj rods from
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... the -aWUllt’ was damaged about lawyer in Allred about 20 years. Mr. Clip
New York. ’1
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amous twelve oared boat, so much extolled ! $600. The
The roof
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was very
very much
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(windows
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Mr. Appleton stands in the first
windows all
all broken
in—
—ihe
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walls rnoveu
moved 12 years.
rived at London June 14. r...........
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‘-’he will continue on to Mexico and Cahfor-; Dn the morning of the 11th, Capt., G wynn, i some inches—the barns and sheds nearly pros- rank in his profession as a sound, discrimina
American Steam Navigation Company, who nia.—«V. I. Gazelle.
( of 1therp 1st
of Infantry, commanding trated, &c. The large brick school 1 muse
louse was ting, faithful lawyer. Mr. Clifford before lie
!.,
, ’regiment
^^jnent of
have in progress the steam ship British
the lelegraph, obtained information of the considerably injured; sash, windows ami was appointed attorney general was hardly
Queen have contracted with Messrs. Fawcett
------------.. .1 ...t.l. .t_. I> -.
....
J —fences
.
1-ntM I.HIVOI- ”
Vo., .»oil
........ ol..
From Mexico.—The New Orleans Bee of I..,...»,
haunt of !..l
Johnson,
and with the British
party, doors broken open
and Woodhouse UP 10 a Uthn-J
“ ‘hh’d rale
lawyer?’
You
will rarely
& Co., for a pair of engines ol 78 inch cylin the 4ih inst. contains information from Mexi- made arrangements for surprising and cap- prostrated—bricks were driven through the Andhis name inthereports as arguing a law
ders and 7 feet stroke for their second steam co to June 8, from Tampico to the 21st, and luring the gang, but owing to the difficulty of1 walls—stones weighing 300 weight were car
‘
”
................
‘
'
ship of 1800 tons, to be called the President. from Vera Cruz to the 18th. The U. States approaching the house, on account of the i ried 10 or 12 rods. The Congregational, Bap- question, while you will find Mr. Appleton’s
in very many castes, and if you will refer to
Mr. Stevenson, the American Minister, and ship Boston arrived at Vera Cruz on the 18th. roughness of the country, and the density of list, ami Episcopal Churches® Town House
the reports you will find he has argued his
his lady, had returned to London from a visit The French blockading squadron consisted of the woods and thickets, the parties did not i Medical Institution and Boardin" House, had
cases with great ability. All the judges on
to the seat of Lord Spencer.
Mr. John Van 2 frigates, 3 brigs and 2 schooners. The; approach the house simultaneously,
u
0iiin.Haiiovu!>iy, as was J most of the windows, sash and ail broken in. the bench will attest, it is believed, to the
Buren, son of the President of the U. States, blockade was iigedly enforced. Prepara- >. ........................
intended,
”" damage of‘ the Medical
..................Institution is truth of this statemeiii. Why is it that Mr.
-■•
------- ..... the British partytu getting
<nut
x to
nt? the!
‘i.iin rThe
had arrived in London.
lions were made on the 8th for an attack on ground a little sooner than the other, and ap- i irreparable.. ~ The
The museum
attached, which
museum
which Appleton should be selected to argue so many
The French Chamber of Deputies, after a the place, but it was abandoned, and it was proaclmig on thesame side. The whole of is considered one of the most attached,
valuable in the law questions, and that Mr. Clifford should
debate on the question of the continued occu anticipated that no such measure would be Johnson’s gang, with theexception of two ’
, with the exception of two ; U. S., is very much injured,
injured, many
many of
ofthe
thewax
wax not be selected at all, or only in cases where
pation of Africa, voted the supplies for that resorted to until further orders on the arrival
men made their escape. . The two men taken figures, skeletons, &c. being shivered in pie- there was an official necessity that he should
service by a majority of 208 to 94. There of Baron Defaudis in France. The French
were asleep. There was found in the house, ’ “
"
1 Z’"T
” "
”
be engaged for the State. The people are
was a grand Review in Paris on the 10th, at Consul had so far incurred the displeasure of belonging io John Farrow, on Grindstone ces. The Hotel of VVarriner &. Russels, Ho
generally pretty wise on these subjects. Why
which the King and his sons and sons in law the authorities that they had tendered him his Island, a quantity of arms—pistols, rifles and tel of L. Brown, Bue & Colt’s store, How
while
ard’s store, Bulkley’s store, Printing Office of. was judge Shepley
. . so often employed
, .
appeared on horseback. The Duke de Ne
passport and he had gone on board the squad muskets.
P.
Allen
&
Son,
were
also
very
much
injured,
i
at
l,:e
bar?
Because
the
people
knew
he
mours was expected in England, It was
ron. There w'as no news of importance
besides many dwelling houses. And it is a|! could and would argue ihe causes entrusted'
said that he was to be the bearer of a present from Mexico.
Grand Barbecue. — We learn from an intel miracle that there was nd one killed. It caus to him with ability.
from Louis Phillippe to Queen Victoria of a
ligent friend who was present, that the Whig es a great deal of excitement ; several have
diamond bouquet, of the value of a million
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
Mexican Blockade.—The French blockade Barbecue, at Havre de Grace, Maryland, on been arrested under suspicion. The boys in
francs.—Many of the Special Ambassadors
for the occasion of the coronation bad arriv of Mexico excites a jealousy in England. The Tuesday, was a delightful affair. About one ihe village have been engaged, all summer, in
Mr. Clifford was regarded as a collecting
London Courier says :
thousand persons were in attendance, and a every kind of mischief, such as firing camion
ed in London.
“ England and the United States are equally good band of music enlivened the company. in the night, &c. &c. and probably the same lawyer merely and a pretty hard customer, be
The following is taken from a London pa
interested in looking at this affair with some Creature cordons were there, roasted pigs, ones have fired the magazine. The damage fore he was appointed Attorney General. Hey
per.
The noise of the ex it is said, in the small town ofNewfield man
The Emperor of Russia has, it seems, im jealousy.—The trickery with which the Duke roasted lambs, hams, and good sparkling Sus- is estimated at $5,000.
age«! to clear more than $1000 a year, beside
plosion
was
heard
14
miles
or more.
of
Wellington
was
imposed
on,
when
a
French
quehannah
water.
posed a tax upon tobacco, which will yield
supporting himself and family, for ten years.
fleet
was
sent
to
Algiers
to
demand
satisfac

Mr.
Wisi,
of
Virginia,
addressed
the
com

80,000,000 of rubles, to be applied to the for
And we confess we do not know how a mere
Awful Catastrophe.— On Thursday morn
mation of rail roads and to the promotion of tion for an affront offered to a Consul ought pany for about one hour, in his impressive
collecting lawyer could do this without being
not
to
be
forgotten.
If
the
French
obtain
style.
He
was
followed
by
Mr.
Menifee,
of
ing, about six o’clock, a keg of powder explo
steam navigation. This, it must be admitted,
a hard customer, in a small place like New
Mr. ded in a dwelling house in Norwegian street,
is judiciously converting one smoke into possession of a stronghold on the Mexican Kentucky, an orator of great powers.
We do not say or believe that Mr.
coast, it will be no easy matter to induce Prentiss, of Mississippi, then spoke for an Pottsville, the effects of which were frightful field.
another.
Clifford ever made the“ same mistake that a
them to relinquish it ; and with the half civi hour and a half. Our informant says that no beyond description. Five persons were dread
London, June 15.
lized Mexicans for their neighbors, there nev language can do justice to the powers of this fully burnt, three of whom have since died. miller once made. The miller usually took a<
Dreadful Steam-boiler Explosion on the Riv
little, very little less than half the grist for toll.
er will be a difficulty in finding pretexts for distinguished speaker. His ideas were illus
er— Five persons ¿¿//ci/.—Yesterday afternoon
One day he took a very little more than half,
new demands for satisfaction.—Mexico might trated by the most classical illusions ; his lan
Gov. Kent. Gen. Wool and our Fortifications.
one of the most melancholy and disastrous
then become as completely a French posses guage was energetic and flowing, and the at —«-We learn from a private letter-, dated Ban and sent bark the residue. Next day, meet
accidents, which have happened in the river
sion as Algiers is now, for there would he im tention of the audience was as fixed at the gor the 15th inst.,that Gov. Kent was to leave ing his customer, he asked him how he liked
since the introduction of steamboat naviga
mediately a strong colonization party in the last moment as in the midst of his brilliant Bangor on the morning of the 16th, in com his meal. He said his meal was very well;
tion, occurred in the pool.
The Victoria, Chambers.”
but he thought there was a little mistake
address.
pany with Gen. Wool, for Houlton. The made this time, but it was of very little im
Hull steam ship, m which a most deplorable
Other
speakers
addressed
the
meeting
with
Governor
intends
to
accompany
Gen.
Wool
calamity took place on the J6th of March
portance, it was hardly worth mentioning»
On the 28th tilt, the day appointed for the good effect.
in his examination, in view of new military The miller insisted that he should explain,
last, when one of her boilers exploded in
coronation
of
Queen
Victoria,
there
was
a
posts.
We
are
glad
of
this,
believing
as
we
Erith Reach, and caused the death of Mr.
and tell him what it was. Why if you insist
Morality of Racing Captains.—The Cincin do, that the united exertions of our Governor upon it, it was this, I thought from the looks
Allen, the chief engineer, and four other per general rejoicing at Halifax, and in rhe eve
sons who were in the engine room, left Hull ning all the public and many of the private nati Dady News of the 4th inst. mentions the and those of General Wool will du much to of the bag, you made a mistake and sent the
following piece of villainy, on the authority of awaken the General Government to our long toll home instead of the grist.—As to the elo
on Wednesday afternoon, soon after four buildings were brilliantly illuminated.
a gentleman in whom the editor has the neglected fortifications. Gen. Wool, we un quence of Mr. Clifford, we should as soon
o'clock, arrived about three o’clock yesterday
Many persons have been puzzled to strongest confidence :—“ The steamers Trou- derstand, goes to Calais, and from thence,
at Blackwall, (torn whence she continued
expect to hear men talk of the eloquence and
her course up the river towards her destina find out why such an immense amount of bador and Echo left Louisville on the after probably into the interior. Already he has sweet notes ol a Conk Shell.
money
has
been
spent
during
the
Florida
war.
been
to
Bucksport,
accompanied
by
the
Gov

noon qr evening of Saturday. The Troubation, Galley quay, Lower Thames street,
As to his statesmanship, he exhibited his
when another calamity ofa similar descrip They seem to jiave forgotten that, in addition dor took the lead. About midnight the Echo ernor, for the purpose of examining the Nar knowledge when he talked in the Legislature
to
whole
armies
of
steamboat
proprietors,
and
came alongside, and gradually gained upon row’s. The result of the examination, we of this State, about “ dividing the deposited”
tion, but more serious in its results, took
place in the ill-fated vessel, when off the contractors, who expect to make large for her, when the pilot of the Echo was fired up learn, is the opinion that there is there a most in the United States Bank.
As to his being
tunes
out
of
the
Government,
the
mililia
com

The an uncompromising advocate of democraticon from the Troubador. The rifle (or pistol) excellent chance for a fortification.
lower tier, Ratcliff-cross, a short distance be
low the eastern London Dock entrance. She panies which volunteer in this war, are all ball struck the pilot house, and had it not lodg Moose Head region has also been examined, principles, he was in favor of Mr. Adams, till
was observed to go in towards the north composed of marvellous proper men, who are ed, must have passed through the head of the and a military post will be recommended to he concluded the other would be the strongest
the General Government. The mission of side and then went over to Jackson. He
shore, having been put by some other vessels accustomed not only to the necessaries, but pilot.”
Gen. Wool looks encouraging for Maine.— says in his Augusta Resolutions that the fed
to the south ward, and got foul of a collier the luxuries of life. It will be seen by the
Distressing—Mad Dogs.— We learn that on The bold stand taken by Gov. Kent in de eralists were aptly denominated lories. Does
brig, whose bow-sprit she carried away. following items, which form part of a Quar
The starboard paddle box of the steamer was termaster’s Report of expenses incurred by a Thursday last, Mr. Conrad Nell, keeper of the fence of our Stale rights, and the prompt and he not know that the federalists were those
at ihe same moment stove in, and rendered corps of Alabama militia, that these brave gen Manayunk bridge, was bitten by a mad dog in energetic manner in which our claims w’ere who advocated the . adoption of the federal
her a complete wreck, while her starboard tlemen must have their Champaigue, their the hand, as was also a young man, a shoema pressed at Washington, by our townsman, C. constitution, and that they took their name
bow was injured by the collision.
The en best cigars, honey-dew tobacco, porter, and ker, in the same neighborhood, who was the S. Davies, Esq., have placed the Slate in a from that (act ? that there was no such terms
gibes were stopped directly.
The steamer Cologne water I It is no wonder that ihe owner of the dog. We further learn that they new and proud position.—Portland Aàv.
as federal in use as applicable to any party m
have pursued the most advisable course un
run athwart the collier, and immediately an Government funds are Iqw :—Mer. Jour.
this country, before that controversy ? and
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ington Globe states that General Scott having
cealed the vessel from the view of the specta
ries are such as are in favor of taking power
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40 00 restored quiet among the Creek Indians, two est embarrassments, from the impossibility of
tors on shore. An immense number of wher
from the people, and conferring it upon the
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Cigars,
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36 00 regiments of artillery have been ordered
ries pul off from the plying places on each
from whence they are issued. The U. S. President. They are those who are willing
North to be stationed on the Canada frontier ;
side of the river to relieve the passengers, 1-2 box honey-dew Tobacco, 61 lbs.
at $1
64 00 which together with the new regiment now Bank notes—those which an enlightened to barter away the liberties of the people and
and lo ascertain the extent of the mischief;
the prosperity of the country for office. They
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ready
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will,
it
als were also in requisition.
that they may pick up the crumbs that fall
3 00 is hoped, prove sufficient effectually to aid were every where received as readily as gold
The Victoria is a very handsome steam 1-2 dozen Cologne Water
And who are
and silver. But of what importance are the from their master’s table.
the well disposed inhabitants of the border in
ship and has been lately repainted. She was
interests or conveniences of the people, to those in this country ? They are those who
A
Startling
Exposition.
—
It
was
stated
on
maintaining the peace of the country.
launched in 1837, and had engines and ma
men who legislate for the purpose of keeping have been flattering Andrew* Jackson, while
chinery made from designs and under the the floor of Congress a few days since by the
up a party excitement, and sustaining a des he has been for eight years exercising arbi
immediate direction of a Scotch Engineer, Hon. Mr. Southgate of Kentucky, that the
Singular Occurrence.—The N. Y. Journal perate cause!
trary power, disregarding the wants and wish
named Napier (not the eminent firm of the land office receivers, or sub-treasurers in and of Commerce relates two very remarkable
es and interests of ihe people, as expressed
same name at Glasgow, who made the en- 1out of office, who are defaulters, have tn their cases of insanity, brought upon two young
An important omission.—The Madisonian by their representatives in Congress. They
gines for several large Scottish steam ships, hands at this moment the enormous sum of men in that city, on the morning of the 4th
one
million,
nine
hundred
and
fifty
thousand
says
: “ The Globe of Saturday night, in copy are those who are still flattering Mr. Van Bu
and have prepared those for the British 1
instant, while bathing near Castle Garden.
dollars
of
the
public
money,
and
the
default

ing
the
proclamation of Governor Rimer rela ren to persevere in his efforts to inflict upon
Queen) upon a principle peculiarly his own. 1
At the moment they plunged under water, a
ing
custom
house
officers,
not
now
in
office,
tive
to
the
resumption of specie payments in the country his odious sub-treasury system,
—On the 16th of March, 1838, she was en
salute wuis fired from the battery, and after
against the voice of the people, proclaimed
but
who
have
been
fully
surfeited,
and
given
Pennsylvania,
could not find room for, but ogaged in making an experimental trip in the
remaining under water unusually long, they
through their representatives in Congress,
way
for
a
fresh
set,
have
in
their
hands
the
mitted,
the
following
part
of
it,
wherein
the
river with a number of visiters on board,
rose and were noticed to act very singular ;
and by a free press.
when an accident, precisely similar to the round sum of one mill ion four hundred and a boat was immediately sent to them, which Governor said after the banks shall have re
one we have just recorded, happened to her twenty-seven thousand, four hundred and ten took both to the shore, in a state of insanity, sumed, ‘ The only paper issues in circulation
National Expenditures.—The enormous ex
of the people’s money—making in all unable to explain their sensations ; intellect and not convertible into specie at the place
—a portion of one of her boilers gave way, dollars
1
sum of 3,377,410. This immense sum, being perfectly prostrate. In this situation where issued, will be those ofthe National Gov penditures of the National Government have
and five men, inclining the chief engineer, the
!
very justly excited great indignation among
lost their lives. It is singular that the acci however, it was stated by Mr. Southgate, did they were taken home ; one has since parti ernment.”
the people and the mad financical projects of
include the two thousand and mure of de ally recovered his reason, bui the other shows
dent, according to Captain Bell, arose from not
!
the administration have cost the nation mill
postmasters, or ,the custom
house re- no indications of recovery.
the same cause as upon the last occasion ; Ifaulting
:
...
A gentleman
A graceless fellow.—A long story has been ions drained from the hard earnings of the*
lor he stated yesterday that he had examined i c,e,vers ”ow
who are Aetaulters to who witnessed the occurrence, slates that he
published in many of the papers about an in community.
The question is sometimes
the boiler that was yet’sound, and found nt> the government, and various other receivers himself once suffered a sort ofelectric shock,
water in it, but that it was red hot ; in such a I and ‘ »Pursers ol the public revenue. Mr. which nearly deprived him of reason, for the dividual of the name of John Wood, headed asked what has become of the money. This
if we, recollect
.
a, right,
- ; “ The
.. Lost Found.
-, - L question is answered in a late speech in the
state that manv operatives on board said ¡t i Southgate dared any gentleman friendly to inomen t, by the report of a musket fired over
was to the effect that this man had been a House of Representatives by Mr. Sibley, in
.
.
. .
.
.
Ithe
rfcO administration
uh «niíi lilt rn tinn t/t t
I
to
deny
the
statement,
and
him while under water.
was no wonder that an explosion took place.
soldier m the late war, was taken prisoner by the debate on the Harbor bill. “Of the
The persons killed on the present occasion he would prove it from the' records.
the British, transported to England, pressed more than $39.060,000, expended by this
Effects
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—
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were all of the engineers or others who be
into the service of the King and transported Government during the last year, how muchOne
of
Many.
—
A
gentleman
in
Oswego
nesday last, a tnan fell asleep under a tree,
longed on board. Of the 80 passengers only
i Ï . ,a 8tal,on’ h'om whence he Jins come to the dwellings of the People’
County,
New
York,
says
the
Oswego
Adver

where before he awoke the sun shone full I0.1.
one lady was injured.
tiser, who has hitherto been a warm advocate ujion him, rendering him a maniac, in which had but lately been released, and was then on j Where are the foot prints of the mi«hty exStale—I penditure ? Whal has become 0/ths" monel, 1
his return to Kentucky, his native State.of the late administration, a supporter of Mr. state he now is.
Ihe tale
tale called forth
CnHh many
man« expressions ,.r
o(.
The
of sir> , W|U te|, you w|lnI |)as
Central America. — We are indebted to the Van'Buren, and a prominent politician, called
sympathy. It was asked, would he find that most of it. Buried in the swamps of Flori
kindness of a friend at Guatemala, for a long at our office one day this week, paid us two
The wheat harvesting has been commenc
and interesting letter, accompanied by sever dollars, and entered his name on the subscrip ed in all the middle, southern, south-western the wife of bis bosom had been true to him da ; gone into ihe pockets of favorite contract»
al Spanish documents, containing details of tion list. On our expressing some surprise, and western States. The harvest will yield during his long absence ? and so forth. It ors, at the rate of forty dollars a cord for fire
now appears that he proceeded as far as wood ; sown, broad cast, in driving from their
events in that country.
We extract a few he remarked, that he had supported Mr. Van the largest crops almost ever known.
Maysville, where, upon being closely interro homes a few miserable Indians, at the point
particulars that have not reached us through Buren, but he cotdd do so no longer ; the Sub
gated, he acknowledged himself an imposter, of the bayonet, upon your Western frontier,
other sources.
Treasury scheme had cured him !
This
Among the deaths which occurred in Phil and asked to be introduced to thé resident
there to re appear, like dragons’ teeth, in a
You will no doubt be surprised to learn gentleman we are told is of the highest res adelphia last week, one hundred and twentyminister of the place. The minister recog harvest of armed men ; gone to outfit, infit, re
that this republic is again the seat of anarchy pectability, and his secession from the ranks five are children under two years of age.
nized him as a former preacher of the gospel fit, and misfit foreign ambassadors who will
and civil war, and more especially this ill-fated of the administration will be felt.
— but who had fallen, it is added—from not stay, and exploring expeditions that do
city, which was attacked and captured on the
There are many men belonging to the old
The U. S. Gazette says : “ Hundreds have grace.
24th Feb. by an aspirant named Gen. Carre Democratic party in Maine who will be cured
nut sail ; to raze to ruins splendid edifices,
told us they would cease to be Van Buren
ro, who with 2000 men he had succeeded in by the Sub-Treasury scheme. They will
and make experiments in architecture that
men,
as
soon
as
they
could
have
an
opportu

alluring from the neighboring villages, com not vote for so ruinous a scheme, and seeing
There was a violent thunder storm in cannot stand alone ; to add to your countless
nity of aiding in the election of Henry Clay.”
of public
lands,
posed his army on the entry of the troops in that the Executive is determined obstinately
Worcester county, on the evening of the 10th acres
r
c domain more Indian ..........
to the city. The only person of distinction to adhere to his experiments, they will re
inst.
The
dwelling
house
of
Rev.
Otis
Conco,n'
There are eleven cotton factories in North
killed was the vice president of the republic, nounce both the man and his measures now
under pre-emption
verse, of Westborough, was struck ami eon- panies ..............
. ............. laws ; much more
Carolina,
and
as
many
more
building.
Senor Salazar ; several of the most brutal and forever.—Portland Adv.
siderably injured.
In Northborough, two of it has gone into the pockets of office hoiatrocities were committed, and had it not
dwelling houses, the Baptist meeting house, ders ; much more has been sponged up by
The Rails are laid a considerable distance
the stipendiaries and mercenaries of power
been for the timely assistance of the troops
Appointment.— Hon. Felix Grundy has on the Eastern road, and it is expected they and eight or ten trees were struck by light scattered through all the high ways and by
from the city of Old Guatemala, who com
been nominated by the President, and con-1(will be ready for use by the middle of Au ning. In Worcester several buildings and
pelled Carrero to evacuate on the 30th, we
paths where booty may be secured ; and no
trees were struck.
firmed by the Senate, as Attorney General of gust.
small portion might be found, if it could be oshould have experienced, no doubt, a series
the United States, in the room of Hon. B. F.
The Great Western Rail Road will be
of robberies and assassinations.
vertaken, in the “ safety-vaults” of your twoAPPOINTMENTS BY THE GOVER
legged sub-Treasuries.”
Carrero is now at Santa Rosa, with 5000 Butler, resigned. Thus are the faithful re open as far as Springfield, in fifteen months,
warded.
—
A*.
K
Com.
Adv.
NOR,
if nothing happens.—Sa/em Adv.
men,and no doubt his next attack will be on
With
the
advice
and
consent
of
the
Council.
San Salvador. The people know not what
Who is in favor of Resumption 2—-Gov.
P
Mellen of
Portland, Ebenezer Kuner
they want—they say Reform, but know not
Ritner of Fennsylvama
Pennsylvania has ordered the PennPetin«
» rentiss
—
m
Georgia.—The Whigs of this State have
Look, out for Counterfeit notes.—A new
' to resume specie payments
its import. Nicaragua has commenced the nominated the following ticket for Con batch of counterfeits has just been put in cir- Everett of Brunswick, Wm. Clark of Hat- sylvani..
ia ”
Banks
lowell, Comtttissioiters to revise Ihe lews.
! on or beforeiie Í»h"Governor
reform by nullifying the acts of the Federal gress ;
i culation of tire denomination of $10 on the
Governor
,.?'
a trite Whig end his procletr,alien is
Government; they have taken by force the
William C. Dawson, R. W. Habersham, J. . State Bahk Boston, Perkins’ Plate, they are
c D »“icj«”
11 u
ó
------ is
•= « i'«»? »» mg mm ms prociamanon is
federal rents, and declared themselves separ- C. Alford, W. T. Colquitt, E. A.Nishit, Mark tolerably well executed, the signatures very Pierce of Readfield, Benjamxn fe Dean of ihe first message which has taken a deliberate
i I^^^Commtsstoners to visit the State Pns- stand in favor of resumption since the suspenaied from the federation.
Honduras has A. Cooner, Thomas Buller King, Edward pole.—Portland Adv.
on at Thomaston for the purpose recommen- sion! An ounce of practice is worth a pound
done the same.
J. Black, Lott Warren.
We are now anxiously awaiting to see
A bheis„ake,measuring 5 ft.9in.in length
S 20'838g ‘to ’es’i.n^ , e
’’’'T'' T"e V'hiR? ’re-ineTeSt The
This is believed to be a very strong ticket,
what steps President Morazan will take—he and will, most probably, be chosen at the
.... P-in i
iwdiui ¿u, 1000, io estimate the ex-¡Loco Focos are for keeping the word of
and 6 inches in mcircumference, ____
was killed
pense of re-constructmg it, and to inquire into promise to the ear and breaking it to the
must do something effectual ; there is no election in October.—National Intelligencer.
Buxton last week.
the expediency of changing the location.
‘ hope.-Portland Advertiser.
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tell th ir readers, that a ‘
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tin the struggle for
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Ted i hi date anniversary of
pende ce in splendid style,
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(iT’The Èastei-n (Barigörj Republican^.
Conservative Staíe ^onVèOion.—A
publishes the following extract from a letter; ! convention of Coiiservative Democrats was

the Gazette &
;
Kennebec.-A Whi^ dorivention, fef
I rp. r.
| Kennebec and Somerset Congressional Diswritten by a gentleman residing in an interi- held at Bangor,
i accordance with previous |
I he InendS of the National Administration 1 trict, was held ai Belgrade, on the 18th. Hon*
„ , in
SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1838.
I are ever claiming to be the exclusive friends of GEORGE EVANS was unanimously nomior town in the western part of the State—' notice, on Thursday of last week.
Gen.
l the poor, the common laboring people, and on nated for re-election to Congress,
Gonl and N. D An.t 1eclaih
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
44 one who learned his politiqg in the school..James
’
Irish
'
of Gorham
~
was chosen Presi the other band they accuse iheir opponents, I___ ________ -_________
congress
Uhj ¿, let0« Oh
FOR GOVERNOR.
of Jefferson and Madison,”—one who is much dent, and Col. Daniel Lane of Belfast and j the whigs, of being the rich, the aristocratic,
(i_/ ’The
i rie Legislature
legislature of
of New
New Hampshire
Hampshire’’
Wl.<.
(CT
EDWARD KÉWT.
Applelou has hre,l,i„"l‘1""111
respected by his fellow citizens, 44 for his surser i Gen. Samuel Veazie of Bangor wereappoint- tfie friends
of. Corporations,
without
on me
the UU
3d 414014
inst. anci
after d
d
j
•
• the enemies ofthe . adjourned
----- J-.......... -.....................
«... day
V.V.J vru
offi- I ed Vice Presidents ; Oliver Frost of Bangor people.
session of four weeks.
a bed
204'^
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS FOR YORK vices in the last War as a soldier and an <
A resblmion introduced by Barnabas Palm__________ e" •’> practice ¡„J
COUNTY.
cer, and for his support of the Republican and Frederick P. Ingalls of Frankfort were er( Esq. and passed at the Van Buren Con(J ----------------------„„„ pc„„and
ul. periodiA,r;. APPl«to»> an?*
{t/^There
afe'28
newspapers
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
party and its principles to the present time.” , chosen
—
Secretaries.
After the organization, vention at Allied, on the 4th inst. says that cals published in Connecticut, 20 of which
as a s u 7* ll»l
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
--------- July 9, 18384
the i convention was addressed by Benjamin , they
. are 44 the democracy,
. , the working
......... r men, are political papers, and of these 11 are whig11 lnvv.ve»‘- Mr.'' Clift’
"«'• attorney Ken^riH
the honest
th«
hnnpst nm.fnotivp
productive classes of society," rtn(1
<
3 j0CQ foco, 2 conservative and 1 neutral.
JAMES McARTHUR, of Limington,
Dear Sir:—* * * * * I am one of those in Shaw, Esq, of Frankfort, wlio adverted,
,
.
,’
.
’ at thill the whigs are 44 the aristocracy,’money
THOMAS CARLE, of Hollis,
this County wfio feel that the General GoV-1
■ rd rale lawyer” v'1* WasM
constdetable length, to the formation of the changers, prolessional drones; speculators, and
LOVE KE AY, of Berwick.
Mr. Paulding, the newly appointed
eminent is going wrong, particularly in rela- I
,:e ill the reports
seekers.”
lion to the currency—that it is reCommending,i! great democratic party under Jefferson—the ¡ravenous office
,
,,
■
tary of the Navy, haS entered bpon the dil
"le
will «lid m/’3
COUNTY TREASURER.
~
I
And
i
ate these things really so ? Will the ties of his office.
advocating and pursuing measures which, if j Sub treasury scheme—the Loco foco pros-1
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, o/Bux/on.
i
'I enligliteneil.
veomahry ofj
......... ..
carried inm effect, would not be beneficial to cription in the New York Custom House intelligent- and
"¡II «nd lie |la"'
HYMENÈAL.
the whole country, but on ll.e contrary, would j „„() |n ol|,ei. Collection districts.
He then'' York County, believe these statements upon
*'"»l ahiliiy. ...
North Eastern Boundary.—Our readers be subversive ot her best interests, whether J .. .
their mere say so, without examination ?—
WUI «KM, il i, , 'ej*
MARRIED.—In Hollis, Í5th inst. Mr. Carpen
Sire probably aware that the General Appro regarded in a moral, political, or pecuniary ; alluded to the Loco foco nomination for Gov- Will they not make use ofthe faculties which ter J. Bürlinghám, to Miss Mary âÎioâdeà.
lis «'«lemeiu. Wl V i'"“1’*
“
They
had
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”
he
said,
“
the
■
God
has
given
them,
of
ju'dging
for
them............ "-l«e,(.(riX“"'M
priation bill of last year, authorized the ex point of view—that those measures would add ernor.
to the Executive influence, which already is [ man who has voted for every measure that j selves and forming an opinion of their own?
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>"8, ami that Mr Clift'
OBITUARY
. o n
• i . i •
i
•
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•e<l at all or o. „ •
ploring and surveying the North Eastern
be enabled to exercise a controlling influence
DIED.—In Kennebtank-phrt, Miss Susan!
Boundary, and establishing marks and mon over every branch of industry ; to build upon 1 he political blue-fights have already parcel-¡see whether these declarations are trite or Pearsons, aged 30 years.
In Portland. 18th, Miss Sairah Adn Osgood,1
uments thereon, by authority of the President and destroy another at its pleasure ; to make ed out the offices and promised them—theypklse? Wei believe they will.
ethj toise on t|ICils
A?(1 ?0W wlloJs,
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may dictate, thus giving it a power I am un influence »1
the unchanged democrats, whom i Sljeh hard epithets upon the whigs ? Is he dot
pears, has not thought proper to pay any at
........ iZtXjM
willing to give to any Executive Department
SHIP NEWS.
tention whatever to this matter. Mr. Clay, ot the Government, no matter whom or what they had sentenced to be hung and now j one of the richest men in the County? and
KENNEBUNK,
JULY 28718^8;
ability.
in his speech on the N. E. Boundary question it is, and however pure and patriotic it may wish them to aid in erecting their own gal- j t,lis wealth the product of fratient Industry,
not
i
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'
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’
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l
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btthind
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supposed.
1
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MEMORANDA.
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r
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„Ol iI the
mu vuuniui
mtn it
it not
not nfvii
at Saco, 18th, schs. Packet, Hartley, Bos
I would repair the mischief already done so disposed
to assist in building the gallows for from the emoluments of office, the duties of tonAr.
gress, in reference to this appropriation,
; Phæton, Pike, do ; ^Oth, sip. Harriet, Hale^
far
as
1
coufib
by
restoring
the
currency
to
ord was regarded,s, .J
myself.”
says:—
which he never performed, in his own per Newburyport; schs. Hudson, Clark, Boston;
what it .was during the forty years nut ofthe
rdy and a
w
A committee of fifty was appointed
to son ? Has he not reaped the income ofof- Henry, Clark, do.; 23d, schs. Adno, M.urch;
44 Here, sir, is an appropriation’to do pre forty-eight, when our country flourished and
»I'poutt«! Attorney (¡3
Robert, Hill ; Agricola, Gordon ; and Mayflower,......... ... I' iowoo/nS J
cisely what this bill proposes, and vesting the prospered as no other country ever did. In report to the Convention the name of a suit fice without its drudgery, which- has always Emery,—all for Boston. Sid. I81h, schs, Agrico-'
able person for a candidate for the office of been perform'ed by Clerks and others ? Is
short,
I
would
have
done
with
experiments.
President
with
the
same
power
as
the
bill
r more (him 81000oJn
la, Gordon, Boston ; 19th, schs. Isabella, Steven^
lomsnll and family, J, ’M
proposes to give him—the power to accom 1 am therefore most decidedly opposbil to the Governor, who subsequently reported that he not now receiving-‘the emoluments of the son, New Yofk; Joseph, Tarbox, and Mayflow
Collector
’
s
office,
while
a
deputy
perforins
all
of
F
rancis
O.
J.
S
mith
of
Portland.
Resolu

Sub-Treasury
scheme,
and
to
al!
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re

.less we do
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plish these very objects ; and there is no dis
er, Emery, Boston ; 22d, schs. Maine, Smith j
tions, 4 spirited and pointed,’ and an Address > the ...............
. >•<•■'
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in um
this v«y
wav Elizabeth, Leavitt; Echo, Jordon ; sip.’ Pacific,’
cretion reposed in the President by the terms sembling it, and therefore opposed, 1 mean
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20
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s
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r
Oaks,—all for Boston ; sch. Molly, Chase, Prov
of the appropriation. He might find, in the politically opposed, to all who advocate it. 1
| Must he not. then be a lover of the people, or idence.
...
exercise of his other functions, in using his cannot, therefore, vote for Mr. Fairfield, whorn appointed to prepare them. The convention
do not s„y or belie,, d
i
al
least
of
their
money
6
}
was
well
attended,
—
its
deliberations
were
—Adv. at NewuOrleans, Uth, batrk Nimfod, fo'f
power of negotiation, motives to forbear from personally I esteem. I cannot consent io aid
" "de t ie same mis*2
harmonious
and
the
reports
of
the
several
Londdn, passage only.
the exploration and survey enjoined upon the General Government, even by my vole,
ri.e miller „s.mll J
him ; but, on the supposition that there were until it retraces its steps, and pursues the good committees were unanimously accepted.
l ie less tl,„„ lmlfi|,e,„sl(,y
A Conservative Convention—for Penofiseot
uosuch motives, it was his bounden duty to old republican course trodden by Jefferson
. STRAY HORSE.
. '','l''> v7lnt|e ,,l()rei|,,li
Senatorial District,—was held the same day.
survey and mark the line as designated by and Madison. * * *
TRAYED from the enclosure of th’e stib“ ’l,e "'S''I'c. NestfcJ
Very
respectfully,
Paul Ruggles ot Carmel and J^alhaniel Treat
the act ; and I might be permitted to say,
scriber bn Saturday, the 14th inst. a
.mer, l.o ,,?ked l.itnl.on j
Your obedient servant,
ol Orono were selected as candidates for the
without any disposition to blame the Presi
»vhite horse with gray mane, five years old ;
But
it
maylie
asked
is
he
not
a
man
of
le said Ins niMlw»s„J
Senate, and Samuel P. Strickland of Bangor
dent, that he has at least omitted one duty to
great benevolence'; has he not been conspic- whoever will return said horse, or give such*
ught there was a lin|e*
(C?’A rumor,—which originated with the for County Treasurer.
Congress within the scope of that law,
ous
in promoting sobrii-dijf Temperance, mor information as will enable the owner to get
""e. I’,1“ ", "»softer,lid
which ought to have been performed, and Augusta Banner,—was afloat last week, that
him, shall be suitably rewarded.
A Convention, for Penobscot and Somerset
wns hardly worth med
ihat is, that he ought at least to have com Dr. Holmes, who has been employed by the Congressional District, was held on the same ality, religion, universal freedom and all the
HENRY KINGSBURY.
social and domestic virtues ?
insisted that hesbortlj
municated to Congress the motives which he
Kennebunk, July 28, 1838.
day. After organizing, a committee was ap
Answer
ye
who
know
him
hest.
And
tell
what u was. Why ifyJJ
State
to
make
an
agricultural
exploration
of
had, if any, for not carrying the law into ef
pointed to confer with the Conservatives in
as tins, I thought from theloj
fect. But there has been no such communi the Aroostook territory, had been ordered off Somerset and to report at an adjourned meet us also if yon can any circuinsumce in which
, Stray
the community, is or will be, either belter or
ou made a mistake and J
cation made to Congress; and this was the by the British authorities, and had, in conse. ing the name of a candidate for Congress.
AME into the enclosure of the subscriber
happier,
for
his
having
lived
in
it.
'.e.ad
Krist—^ to M
omission of a duty on the part of the Presi quence, returned home. It turns out, as we 'Plie Convention then adjourned to meet at
on the 16th inst. awhile Horse,dark
But he calls the Whigs Speculators, and
Mr. Clifford, we should as#
dent which he ought at least to have perform
B. on the 22d August.
mane and tail, about six years old, The own
we too have heard something of a man who
ar mm talk of the eloquence®
ed. He should have informed us of What he presumed it would, that there is no founda
er is requested to pay charges and take him?
ol a Conk Shell.
Webster Dinner.—A public dinner, in made a large sum of money by Speculating away.
Jiad or had not done ; perhaps he should tion for the report. It is thus noticed in the
C. K. CONANT.
in
Granite,
and
we
never
heard
of
his
being
statesmanship, he exhibited
have done more—he might have signified his last number of the Maine Farmer, of which honor of Daniel Webster, was given in Boston,
Alfred, Joly 26, 1838.
such
a
friend
to
the
poor,
as
to
divide
profits
vhen he talked in the LegisJ
intention to Great Britain to execute this
Dr. H. is editor :—
according to previous arrangement, on Tues with the poor man of whom he purchased the
, about “ dividing theJJ
llaw, anil then, on receiving her answer, he
JEREMIAH BRADBURY/
farm.
Mistake.—Frieru\ Drew of the Banner says i day last. Some 15 or 1600
individuals
parI States Bank. AsioliislJ
might have laid the whole suMject before
..........................
.
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COUNSELLOR AND ATTORNEY AT LAiW,
And is not this man who has done little else
Congress for their further consideration. But we were “ ordered off the territory (dlroostook) took. The company was addressed by
omising advocate ofdemow
than electioneer, ami stir up jealousies and
KENNEBUNK.
Not so.
Wej
the idea that the bill is hostile in its charac by the British authorities.”
e was in favor ol Mr. AdamM
, Messrs. Webster, Reed. Lincoln and Cushing divisions in neighborhoods and between dif
July 17, 1838.
ter, or that it is any thing like war, is utterly were very politely treated by the authorities,!
1 the other would lie theilfo^
j of the Ms. Delegation in Congress, Gov. Ells ferent classes of men, and vilify the best men
unauthorized by its language or its purpose. ami had their best wishes for the success of j
en went over to Jacksoil, |
the
exploration.
We
shall
visit
the
territory
worth of Conn. Messrs. Prentiss, of Miss.; in the cotmty, and who has been an office
If giving autlmriiy to the President to survey
WANTED,
kUgnsta Resolutions that thety
holder fobslit least 25 years, a very Suitable
7ROM 3 to 500 Cords Oak, IV^ple amf
and mark the line is an act of war, then we again in the fall, and explore the region on Menifee of Ky.; Ketchum of’N. York ; Wil
a aptly denominated lories, D«
person to prate about office seekers, drones,
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that
River.
Pitch
Pine
WOOD, landed at Kenne
have been in a state of war since the 3d of
w that the federalists werotbus
son of N. H. ; ^in'sman ot Me. ; Tillinghast money changers, &c. &c. ?
bunk
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or
at
the Port, for which a fait
March,
1837,
down
to
the
present
time
;
and
ted the . adoption of the feta
And will not these enquiries lead all to be price will be paid.
A letter from Gen. Scott, to the Governor of R. I. and Briggs of Vt. Mr. Webster res
PORTER HALL.
that war is sti II waged, because this authori
and that they look their wti
lieve
that
he
and
his
coadjutors
are
the
poor,
Kennebunk, July 13, 1838.
ty has been, and is still, vested in the Presi- of Tennessee, under date of 22d ult. states ponded to some complimentary remarks from
:t ? that there was no such Im
the honest, the industrious, the laboring, peo
<dent!”
that of the Cherokees who remained in the Gov. Everett, President of the day, in a
use as applicable to any parly«
ple. Should leisure permit, we may hereaf
Regular Packet
country on the 24th May, probably more than speech of more than an hour’s duration, ter pursue these enquiries in relation to other
before that controversy ?a
BETWEEN
Reform.—A revolutionary soldier, up three-fiJurths bad been collected for emigra | which was delivered in his happiest manner, conspicuous and prominent men of the Van
glon was a federalist, John i
KE1VXEBU5K
& BOSTON.
federalist, James Madison msi
MANY.
wards of 75 years of age, was recently remov tion and the other fourth would be collected i The festival was all that its projectors de Buren party.
•ordijng to this use
tew!
HP HE new and Substantial, fast
ed from the office of Inspector, by the Col in some 8 or JO ¿lays. 3000 wqye sent to the signed, or could wish it should be.
jL
sailing Schooner, Jane
e the men who are aptly deni
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
lector of Baltimore, and a native of Ireland west, between the Island 17th inst. but fur
2JvJWBoii,ine’Jos'H^ Perkins master,according to Mr. Clifford? It
V
an
B
uren
N
ominations
.
—
A
Convention
appointed in his stead ’—The New York ther emigration has been suspended, until
as are in favor of taking pre
SHAPLEIGH FOOLS!
wiH run as a regular packet be
de, and conferring it upon lit
The Eastern Argus, of Tuesday last, con tween
Collector has, also, recently discharged a rev September, from the fear that the warm sea of Van Buren delegates from the towns com
'hey are those who are tailife-,
posing the Somerset Senatorial district met at tains, in an electioneering article, the follow
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON
olutionary soldier from office, to make room son might prove injurious to the Indians.
y the liberties ol the peopleonc .
throughout the settsort,
Norridgewock, on the 4th inst. and nominated ing paragraph :
for
a
stronger
partizan.
Will
the
Van
Bu

' of the country for office. Th) ,
“ For a few federal fools, such fools as ShapEVERY WEEK,
(tT’The Washington Globe has published Franklin Smith and ¿bison P. Morrill for Sen leigh produces, to pretend to influence the inde
ren papers in this State, who carefully chron
give all power to the Frette
wind and weather permitting.
' pick up the crumbs that fol
icle every removal made by our whig Gov a long speech, purporting to have been deliv ators, and James Dinsmore for County Treas pendent democrats of York, is more than ridicu
For freight or passage, having good accom
lous.”
taster’s table. And wliom
modations, apply to the Captain on board, of
ernor, be equally prompt to give information, ered by Duncan, in the United Slates House urer.
tountry ? They are lhose«ta
Now, we should like to be informed what Oliver Bourne at Kennebunk-port.
Joshua A. Lowell was nominated as a can
through their columns, of these proscriptive of Representatives, in reply to Mr. Bond of
Hering Andrew Jackson,wlii!
June 23, 1838.
didate for Member of Congress for Hancock there is in the soil or climate of Shapleigh,
Ohio,
but
which
speech
he
never
delivered
!
measures
of
jneu
holding
their
offices
at
the
>r eight years exercisingi#
or in the physical character of its inhabitants,
and
Washington
Congressional
District,
by
a
will of the President ?
Will they honestly
isregardiitg the wants anil tai
LOST.
that it should produce greater fools than any
sis of the people, as expies
Vermont.—A whig State Convention was Convention held at Machias on the 11 th inst. other town in the county.—One would sup
HOEVER found a Green Silk Parasol,
tell their readers, that a 4 war-worn veteran’
senlaiives in Congress. Tf
with a fringe border, and broken stick
—one of that noble little band who risked held at Montpelier, Vt. on the 27th ult. which —A convention of delegates from the several pose from this remark that it was distinguish
i are still flattering Mr.Vanl
ed for its “ fools :—that the reader would at
—a piece gone,—on the Alfred load on the
towns
composing
the
Eastern
Senatorial
dis

is
said
to
have
been
the
largest
ever
held
in
their lives in defence of their country’s rights,
once know what a Sbapleigh fool was.—If it 4ih instant, and will return the same to the
•re in his efforts to inflictu|'
has been ejected from office by one of their the State. Gov. Jenriison and Lt. Gov. Camp trict, held at Calais, 13th inst. nominated is so, and such is their character abroad, the subscriber, or leave it with the printer, shall'
Itis odious sub-treasury spit
•ice of the people, prociw
writer ought surely to have pointed out the be rewarded for their honesty.
master’s tools, to make room for a foreigner ? were nominated for re-election, and Henry F. Taft Comstock as a candidate for Senator.
remedy, or at the least given to them his
representatives in Coiijii
B SMART.
Will they tell them that another revolutiona Janes was selected as a candidate for Treasu
Kennebunk, July 7, 1838.
((T-Bills of the Roxbury Bank, of a new name, so that they might have called on him
press.
ry patriot—incorruptible now as when he lent rer. The Montpelier Watchman says, “ Ver
emission, are in circulation.
The charter of for instruction, and perhaps for his personal
his aid in the struggle for our liberties,—has mont will give a largely increased majority
assistance in endeavoring to “change the
penditures.—Tire enormolW
this bank was annulled by the last Legisla breed.” Probably he is the same man who, Prospectus of the third t oL
been discharged, to make room fora brawling against loco focoism” in September next.
tlie National Govern«»«
ume ofthe Olive Branch.
ture of Massachusetts, and such bills are con a lew years since, stated in this same Argus
partizan, a more subservient instrument?
died great indignation ani1'
that Mr. McIntire was raised in York, and rg'UIE Olive Branch is an imperial sheet
Counterfeits.—Counterfeit two dollar sequently worthless.
I the mad financical proje#
A
of fine paper, and good type, edited
We opine not. They belong to that class
who, in more than one instance, has endeav
bills, purporting to be of the Brattleboro Bank,
ilion have cost the natiomi
and
conducted
by the Rev. Thomas F. Nor
who 44 choke at a gnat and swallow a camel.”
But whoever he
Lightning.—The dwelling-house of Mr. ored to change the breed.
rom the hard earnings oft
Vt. are in circulation. The true bill is the
ns, and issued every Saturday at No. 62/
is,
the
people
of
Shapleigh
would
like
to
The question is somtta
Qj^The whigs of Massillon, Ohio, celebra Bank of Brattleboro. In the Counterfeits the James Nichols of Edmunds, Me. was struck know his name—for the man who would Goli)hill, Boston. This paper contains no
s become of the money. ®
by lightning a few days since, and five of the thus presume to denounce a whole people, advertisements, but in their place a large
ted the late anniversary of our National Inde word Brattleboro is spelled wrong, thus
iswered in a late speech W
inmates,
all of whom were at the dinner ta or a newspaper which would publish such amount of literary reading, always chaste'
présentât!vcs by Mr. Sihlep
pendence in splendid style, by national salutes, Brattleborogh.
and moral, from’ the pens of onr standard'
ble at the moment, were struck senseless, in an article, ought to be treated with the ut writers, selected and or iginal, with a faithfuf
m the Harbor bill. “OHk
processions, a public dinner, speeches, ¿tc.
39.000,000, expended byi
(CT
’
A
bank, with fifty million dollars capi which situation they remained over an hour. most contempt. What! Have not the peo journal of the times. The 1st number of the;
«&c. Thousands of the People of Ohio were
ple ol Shapleigh as good a right to speak
luring the last year, how n*
tal, is about to go into operation in the city A dog and cat, in the same room, were killed their opinions in regard to the conduct of the 3d volume will be issued July 21st.
/present
and joined in the ceremonies on the
he dwellings of the P«o|il(
The Olive Branch will sustain Ata tfdmrf
of New York. It is termed the “ North-A by the fluid, which passed into every room general government, as those of other towns ?
occasion. Upwards of 3000 persons, it is es
character as in the current volume. A few
* foot prints of the niighlj®
Are
they
to
look
on
and
see
the
public
mon

merican
Trust
and
Banking
Company,
”
—
the
in the house, without, however, damaging it
Vhat has become of the flMWJ1
columns will be reserved for the benefit off '
timated, partook of the Dinner. The “ old
direction comprises' several of the most able materially.--------- 28 sheep were killed by ey wasted, and the nation involved in debt, the Protestant Methodists, in which a fearless
you what has become ol th
Farmer of North Bend”—Gen. W. H. Har
without
the
privilege
of
raising
their
voi

uried in the swamps of Flo»
and wealthy citizens, and the first subscrip lightning, at one shock, in Westborough, Ms. ces against the extravagance of those in of expose will be given of the goyerffment of
rison— was among the invited guests, and
the pockets of favorite coni*
the old Methodists, with a fair ’• statement of
tion, of two millions, is .already filled.
on the 5th inst. They were crowded togeth fice ? Are their farms to be made subject to
prior to partaking of the repast, a call was
! of forty dollars a cord for ft*
the objects and progress of the reformers.'
another
direct
tax,
and
they
to
be
called
er
on
a
bare
rock.
broad cast, in driving froind|e,r
The balance of our sheet will be devoted t(Y
made upon him lor a speech He responded
Eastern Rail Road —The Essex Regis
“ fools” for attempting to save themselves
niserahle Indians, at the pg
news, literature, and the general objects of
to the call amid the shouts of 5000 freemen, ter of Monday last stales, that so much prog
Accident.—A boat, containing a pleasure from it ? Because so many of them are dai the newspaper press, avoiding the discussion*
, upon vour Western
ly coming out boldly and exposing the wick
and, “for upwards of half an hour, poured ress has been made in the construction of the
tear, like dragons’ teelii,,m
party consisting of twenty gentleman and la edness ol Van Buren’s administration are of polemical divinity, polities, the slave ques
Forth the sterling, eloquence of his patriotic Rail road between Boston and Salem, as to
ed men ; gone to outfit,miil,n
dies, was capsized on the Uth inst. in Sine- they thus to be put down by the assertion tion, and all kindred objects ; reserving to
breast,” when he sat down 44 amid the roar warrant the expectation that the c.ars will
ourselves the privilege of giving all important
foreign ambassadors who «i
punxet Bay, near Berlin, Md. and five young that they are destitute ot common* sense ? news, connected with those subjects. No*
exploring expeditions th«
<of artillery and the hearty cheers of the as- commence running upon ¡ton the6lh of next
Let the Argus continue to denounce them as
ladies and a gentleman were drowned.
5o to ruins splendid edi
pains will be spared to make the Olive
¿blage.” After the cloth had been removed, month.
“ fools” and send the denunciation wherever
Branch an acceptable and useful family pa
leriments in architecture
that paper goes, it will be seen that they un
the Company was again addressed by Gen.
Several sudden deaths occurred in New
per.
lone ; to add to your co«g|
“ Absence of mind.”—The queerest, dark York, on Wednesday of last week, in conse derstand a thing or two in September.
Harrison, and by Messrs. Ewing and Loomis,
It is already regularly received into' man/
! domain more Imhan I<
hundreds ofthe first families' in this city, Sa
of speculators and land c
«nd by W. Johnston of Carroll, in animated est and most witless paragraph we ever met quence of drinking cold water when over
For the Gazette.
lem, Cambridge, Charlestown, and other
•re-emption laws ; much
•and soul-stirring speeches. The day passed with, appeared under this head, in a late num heated.
large towns. The proudest ladies of our city
into the pockets of offif* .
offw’iUiout the occurrence of any incident ber of a neighboring Jackson print. We don’t
The Democrat speaks of Mr. Appleton as Welcome the Olive Branch to their drawing
ore has been sponged
.
candidate of the whigs. We rooms ; we promise to do all in our power tc?
Van Buren County and District Con- the
1,,,~ Stereotype
- -----¿calculated to mar its festivities—“ all was wonder that the publishers put it in an out-ofes and mercenaries or I
... have
1.----- ( candidates that are worth pre make it worthy of their patronage. We ex
yenlions are notified to be held at Paris, for 1’ke to
the-way
place.
One
would
suppose
that
the
harmony
and
good
order.
”
Invitations
were
igh all the high ways
Oxford, on the’ 8th of next month ;—nt Bel- j serving. But pray, how Jong hits Mr. Clifford change with, or subscribe for the best literary
aoty may be secured , an
¿extended to Messrs Webster, Clay, and sever writer, at the time of penning the article, had
fast, for Waldo, on the 11th of August;—at, been a candidate. Very soon after he came publications of" the day, that we may furnish
might he found, if Hcould
visited
a
certain
quarter
of
Mr.
Osborn
’
s
store,
al other distinguished gentlemen, who were
Bangor, for Penobscot and Piscataquis, on i into the State he was a candidate for Repre our readers with their choicest treasures;e “ safety-vaults ofy°ur
obliged, in consequence of other engage and had become so obfuscated as to be unable the 11th of Augustin Cherry field, for sentative from Newfield. After several trials We have also engaged some of the best Jit¡asuries."
aid of ----some
-------------T very
—j small
- ----- erary writers to furnish contributions
with'
to distinguish the “ letter B from a chest of Hancock and Washington Senatorial District, he was elected by the
ments, to decline them.
votes, which we saw at the time a specimen j increased experience on our side, we ConfiAugust 1st.
drawers.’1
of, and he has been a candidate or in office (dently, but respectfully solicit continued and’
favor of
From Europe.—We are indebted to Dan
ever since.
His greatest effort was to be [ increased patronage. ’ Ministers of all- dede
sylvania llBS
W«*
M
urder
.
—
A
man
named
Collins,
of
Anne
I
iel Sewall, Esq. for a copy of the London
(t^The Kennebec. Journal states, that the
uo resume specie P J
Senator to Congress winter before last, when nominations who
receive this
paper, are
are au
au-
»mv icumvu
mm papci,
Arundel
county,
Md.
on
the
16th
inst.
while,
“
Sunday
Times,
”
received
by
yesterday
strongest
qualification
it
lias
yet
heard
urged
rAr"?1U.eLC0U"ty’°,D
W,.H,er k ?aS said he ?herf teais verL Profl,sel?' in i lthorised
h01ieed’’and
he 13th August.
and ^q^sted
requested to
to act
act aS
aS agents.
agents. Any
Any
morning’s mail, of July 1st. Almost sixteen *n favor of Mr. Fairfield, the loco foeb calidi- as is supposed, under the influence of ardent order to move the sympathies of the members
i Whig and his l’rocla"?L^
Post-master, or other gentlemen, who will
columns
ofthe
Times
are
occupied
with
the
;
lor
Governor,
is
that
advanced
by
Albert
spirits, killed a son, aged 18 years, by shoot- . of the Legislature,
ewhichhas taken „
furnish five good subscribers, shall receive
details of the Coronation ceremonies, which Smith, in his speech at the Van Buren Slate
f resumption since « L
for every five thus furnished, a copy of the
ing
him.
He
also
attempted
to
take
the
life
occurred on the 28th ult. It was a grand Convention, viz
44 That he was particular
ce of practice is worth
05^ The Whigs of Cornish celebrated the paper. The party getting the subscribers
he Wl.igs are in earnest, j show—a glorious ¡pageant.—The paper con- i ty qualified to conduct the helm of State, be of another son, who, however, succeeded in 4th, by appropriate public ceremonies, Ora- collecting the money, or being accountable
ire for keeping the J h| tains no intelligence of general interest this cause in bis youth he commanded a small making his escape with a severe.wound in . tjOn by
L Mr. Harvey Ormsby.
“___ 7-. Cver 200 par- for the same.
side the water.
I coasting vessel which he run ashore and lost.” ' one of bi^ arms.
ear and breaking. 1» 10
! took of dinner.
Boston, June 30, 1838?
id Advertiser.
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■ßN LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is5 8
» vJ
certain
state of the
mind accompanied
accompani
_
______ _______
__ mind
POETRY.________
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 1751.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
Jll a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
Science should contribute to health.
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
and for the County of York, on the first
In rummaging my port folio a few days since,
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
medical writers supposed this disease to be
Monday in June, in the year of our Lord
I chanced to light upon the following lines copied
And am again a boy. Every breath
confined to those particular regions of the ab
in my own hand-writing, but when or from what,
Of air that trembles through the window bears
eighteen hundred and thirty eight, by the Hon.
domen, technically called hypochondria?
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancola.
memory reveals not.
WM. N. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
which are situated on the right or left side of
They may be alike familiar to you and your i-WJATHAN
i
D. APPLETON, administrated
fipHE
unprecedented
success
which
has
readers ; but that they are beautiful none will de- j
j .IN
with the Will annexed, of the estate of
JL
resulted from the adoption of Bran- that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
nv 5 and I must confess that they strike on my \
chondriasis.
\ David Day, late of Sanford, in said county, CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwards of 85
ear with a freshness and melody which common .
|
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
I
deceased,
having
presented
his
first
account
|
HAVING
been
coppered,
fitted
with
a
years,
the
numerous
extraordinary
cures
things are incapable of imparting.
D.
l.y c.ul^; symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
of administration of the estate of said de-j
mast and sail, and put in the most which they have performed upon 1 mne re s, bowe|g acrjd eructations, costiveness, spasTHE DYING HEBREW.
ceased, and also his private claim against said I complete order, will commence her regular of individuals
>|S whom they have
nave rescued
rescueu from
trout
giddines8, rtimllcss of sight, |)0|.
“ A Hebrew knell in dying light,
estate, for allowance :
I trips for this season, on Tuesday 15th inst. i almost irieYiliable death allet
ley la. >een [ pitauons, and often an utter inability ol fixing
His eye was dim and cold ‘,
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administrator
Portsmouth,
I11
The hairon his brow was silver white,
| pronounced
incur
i leaving
“ Win. Sheafe
....’s wharf,
.
t v ■i
.........
„table by the nios euu . o : the
| attention
upon anv
of
importance
attention
any subject
subject
of importance
Monday Wednesday r
and
. upon
¡Anything
that demands
vigor
give notice to all persons interested, by caus every Monday,
And his blood was thin and old.
”"1 I nday ,|,e f.lculty-warrat>ts the proprietor »» th.s I
ing a copy of this order to be published morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos- Vegetable Universal Med.cme, n. warmly and
He lifted his eye to his latest sun,
AUn languidness—the mind
?be
)e.
or
courage.
Also
mind
For he felt that his pilgrimage was done I
three weeks successively in the Kenne-1jton about 1 o clock, m season toi the 1 iovi-! conscientiously recommending it to the escomes
irritable,
thoughtful,
desponding,
mel

For as he saw God’s shadow there*
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in !, dehce Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will pecial notice of the public.
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
His spirit poured itself in prayer !
said County, that they may appear at a Pro- (1 leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, ___
_________
H
Dr.
Brandrelh
wishes
mankind
to
consider
every Tuesday,
Dr>
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said , qq)U|.Sf|av ail(| Saturday morning at 7 o’clock, this truth, that health solely depends on the total derangement of the nervous system.—
“ I come unto Death’s second birth
Tire mental feelings and peculiar train of
county, on the first Monday of August next,!¡and arrive at .........................
.....
Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and state of purity in which the blood is kept, ev
Beneath a stranger air ;
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew in season for the Portland stage.
ery
part
of
the
body
being
supplied
daily
with
A pilgrim on the chill cold earth,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
cause, if any they have, why the seme should
Lines
of
Stages
from
Dover,
South
Ber

new
blood
from
the
food
consumed,
conse

As all my fathers wero;
versity. The wisest and best of men are as
not be allowed.
wick and Great Falls, have also been estab quently, according to the pureness of the
And men have stamped me with a curse—
open to this affliction as the weakest.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
lished
to
meet
the
boat
at
Portsmouth.
blood,
so
must
the
state
of
the
body
be
more
1 feel it is not thine ;
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
A true copy,—Attest,
Thy mercy, like yon sun, was made
Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, $1 50 j or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, the
treatment are, to remove indigestion am$
John Skeele, Register.
On me as all to shine ;—
“
a
Dover and Boston,
SI 75! most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
strengthen the body, and to.enliven the spir
July 14. ______________________________ _ «
And therefore dare I lift mine eye
“
S. Berwick and Boston, SI 75 of no little importance to every individual.
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Thro’ that to thee before I die !
“
«
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most direct
Al
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Limerick,
within
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
In this great Temple built by thee,
purifiers
of
the
blood,
there
will
be
no
doubt
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
Mon

Careful Agents and convenient Stores have
versation. The bowels (if costive) bteing care
Whose altars are divine !
when
it
is
considered
that
they
have
gained
day
in
July,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
eightalso been provided at each end oi the line.
Beneath yon Lamp that carelessly
’ will
.... be. in attendance
i
» during
r
„ all
11 their [»resent very extensive sale by their own fully regulated by the occasional use of a
_ ie agents
ten
hundred
and
thirty-eight,
by
the
Hon.
,
qq
Lights up thine own true shrine,
j i ne agents win ue m aiicnuaiiw uM.-rS’
mild aperient.
We know nothing better
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
|I the business hours, and goods delivered to intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cures calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm.
Take this my latest sacrifice !
which
they
have
accbpiplished
in
every
vari

Look down and make this sod
OARTHA TRAFTON, administratrix of them will be forwarded at the customary rate
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
IWthe estate of Josiah Trafton, late of Shap- of freight, and without any charge for stor ety of diseases.
Holy as that, where long ago
tain in their operation.
The bowels being
The Hebrew met his God.
The peculiar action of these pills is most
leigh, in said county, deceased, having pre age.
once cleansed, bis inestimable Camomile
I have not caused the widow s tears,
surprising; their operations being more or Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
sented her first account of administration of
From
about
the
middle
of
June
to
the
Nor dimmed the orphan’s eye ;
the estate of said deceased for allowance: and middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply less powerf ul according to the pureness of the spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and
1 have not stained the virgin’s years,
also her [»etition for an allowance out of said between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday, circulating fluid. On a person in fair state of without dispute have proved a great blessing
Nor mocked the mourner’s cry.
health, who is only costive or slightly bilious
estate :
Thursday, and Saturday afternoon.
The songs of Zion in my ear
to the numerous, public.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water they will be scarcely felt; on the contrary, if
Have ever been most sweet,
Some physicians have recommended a’
the
complaint
be
chronic,
and
the
constitution
give notice to all persons interested, by caus parties attended to every afternoon, if re
And always when I felt thee near,
free use of mercury but it should not be re
ing a copy of this order to be published three quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT, be much deranged, they generally, at first, are
“ My shoes were off my feet.”
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
I have known thee in the whirlwind,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga- Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK, powerful, until the system be freed from some gravate the symptoms.
1 have known thee on the hill ;
of
its
most
vitiated
and
turgid
humors.
This
gent, Boston.
rpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be deI have known thee in the voice of birds,
accomplished, doses sufficient to cause two or -Inied that whilst many medicines
May ,18.
And the music of the rill;
three copious evacuations daily, will soon re which are recommended to the public, have
I dream’t thee in the shadow
move
the
disease,
and
the
constitution
will
be
SheriOPs Sale.
not even the negative merit of harmlessnessr
I saw thee in the light,
AKEN on execution and will be sold at restored to a state of health and renewed there are others which it would be great in
I heard thee in the thunder peal,
Public Vendue, at the store of Caleb L. vigor.
And worshipped in the night.
justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
Emery, in Sanford, on Tuesday, the thirtyaltowea.
These Pills are recommended by thousands volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
All beauty while it spoke of thee
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
,first day of July next, at two of the clock P. of persons whom they have cured of Con
Still made my heart rejoice,
And when a medicine comes endorsed with
And my spirit bowed within itself
A true copy—Attest,
M., all the right in equity which George sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion, Dys all the great, names that have adorned the"
John Skeele, Register.
To hear “ thy still small voice.”
Welch of Shapleigh, in the County of York, pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of full annals of the medical profession, and war
I have not felt myself a thing,
July 14.
_ ___________________________
has to redeem the farm on which he now ness in the back part of the head, usually the ranted by the seal and signature of long and
Far from thy presence driven ;
lives,bounded by land ■ of Henry Marshall, symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
Jt
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Limerick,
within
By flaming sword or waving wing,
Moses Roberts and others, and is under a and Ague,bilious, typhus, and commonFevers reasonable demand upon the public confi
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
Shutout from Thee and Heaven I
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord mortgage to John Storer of Sanford.
of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism, ner dence, when he claims for it a superior con
Must I the whirlwind reap, because
WILLIAM EMERY, Jr. D. Sheriff.
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy, in sideration.
My father sowed the storm ?
lion. WM. d. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Sanford, June 26, 1838.
ward weakness, depression of the spirits, Rup
Or shrink because another sinned
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
ON the petition of Martha A. Hubbard, ad
tures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy,’ Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
Beneath thy red right arm ?
ministratrix of the estate of Calvin R.
Oh ! much of this we dimly scan
Dropsy, Small
Pox,
Measles,
Croup,
Coughs,
_ j enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au----- .... _
And much is all unknown,
Hubbard, late of Sanford, in said county, de
Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Choleta tborjty ¡n existence condemns it, every medi1 will not take my curse from man,
ceased, representing that the personal estate
Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary,, Deaf-1 caj praCntj01?er that is acquainted * with it,
CHARLES WARD
I turn to Thee alone '.
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
OULD inform his friends in this vicini ness, ringing noises in theJHead, King s Evn, j preejy acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ;
Oh ! bid my fainting spirit live,
just debts which he owed at the time of his
Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony
’s Fire,
*
................
.. and that th* latter should do so in opposition
ty, and the Country, that he has re
And what is dark reveal,
death by the sum of two thousand dollars, and
Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of to their personal interests, must be attributed
And what is evil—Oh forgive I
cently opened a store in Nowell’s block,
praying for a license to sell and convey so
And what is broken—heal !
where he offers for sale at Wholesale or Retail, thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors, either to their candor and love of truth, or to
much of the real estate of said deceased as
And cleanse my spirit from above
Gennessee and Ohio Flour, Yellow Flat swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness, all their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
may be necessary for the payment of said
In the deep jordan of thy love !
Corn, Rye, Pork, Lime, Cod Fish, &c. He eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams, Fe servation, and the testimony of thousands.
debts and incidental charges :
I know not if the Christian’s Heaven
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
also has a prime assortment of Groceries, male Complaints of every kind, especially ob
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
Shall be the same as mine ;
structions, relaxations, -&c.
his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
of
•
consisting
in
part
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
I only ask to be forgiven
The thousands who use and recommend eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
Sou? & Y. H. Tea,
And taken home to thine.
and to all persons interested in said estate, by Molasses,
these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra mits that they will not. He lays no claim lo
Saleratfls,
B.
H.
Sugar,
I weary on a tar dim strand
causing a copy of this order to be published
ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Slone,”
Soap,
Whose mansions are the Tombs,
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken P. R. Coffee,
assist nature, to do all she can in the curing and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
And long to find the “ father land”
Rice,
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes Mess Beef,
of every form and symptom of the one only the “ Elixir of Life,” but be does say, and lie
Where there are many homes:
Raisins,
Bacon,
sively,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Oh ! grant of all yon starry throngs
disease, to which the human frame is sub does believe, and he can [»rove, that in debil
Lemon Syrup,
Cheese,
,
Court
to
be
holden
at
Kennebunk,
insaid
coun

Some dim and distant star,
W. I. Pepper Sauce, ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or in ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten of L. Salt,
Where Judah’s lost and scattered sons
other words, an impure state of the fluids. diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
&c. &c.
Lard,
the dock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
May worship from afar I
These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
Terms
Cash.
When all earth’s myriad harps shall meet
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
she can do for the purification of the human whether of the lungs or the liver ; in the
Kennebunk-port,
June
22,
1838.
In choral praise and prayer,
tion should not be granted.
body ; vet there are numerous persons whose dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
Shall Zion’s harp of old so sweet
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
TWAMBLY & SMITH,
Alone be wanting there ?
A true copy,—Attest,
Yet place me in the lowest seat,
OPPOSITE the Stage House, Maine much debilitated, that all that can reasonably pecially) in the sicknesses incident lo moth
John Skeele, Register.
Though I, as now, be there
Street, Saco, have just received a new be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
July 14.
The Christian’s jest, the Christian’s scorn,
stock of GOODS, consisting of Watches,' some who have commenced using the Pills ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Still let me see and hear,
Ata Court of Probate held at Limerick, within Jewelry, Looking Glasses, Hdrd and Hollow under the most trying circumstances of bodi Which is brought on by intemperance ; in
From some bright mansion in the sky
and for the County of York, on the first Ware, Brittania Ware, Cutlery, Joiners’ ly affliction, when almost every other reme the wretched horrors of mind and body which
Thy loved ones and their melody
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord Tools, and Fancy Goods, which, with their dy had been altogether unavailing, have been accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
eighteen hundred and 'thirty-eight, by the former stock, are offered lor sale at fair prices. restored to health and happiness by their petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
The sun goes down with sndden gleam,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and
N. B. A splendid stock of Silver Spoons use.
And beautiful as a lovely dream,
Court :
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
And silently as air,
constantly on hand.
ENRY PAUL, surviving executor of
state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
The vision of a dark eyed girl
Watch’es, Time Pieces, Music Boxes, Ac JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
the Will of Jeremiah Paul, late of cordions, &c. repaired, cleansed and war
others mentioned in the bills of directions
With long and raven hair,
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
York, in said County, deceased, having pre ranted. They also repair Guns, House
Glides in as guardian spirits glide,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
And lo ! is standingby his side,
sented his third account of administration of Pumps, Locks and Keys, &c.
that the CAMOMILE TONIC BILLS, in
—Sub Agent, Selucus Adams ;
Asif her sudden presence there,
the estate of said deceased, for allowance:
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
May 8,1838.
3m.
Lyman, William Huntress;
Were sent in answer to his prayer.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
Oh I say they not that angels tread
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
Around the good man’s dying bed ?
copy of this order to be published three
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial,
HE subscriber having contracted with
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
His child I his sweet and sinless child ;
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
the town of Kennebunk, to support
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
And as he gazed on her,
zette, [»rinted at Kennebunk, in said county,
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
the poor of said town for one year, herebyLebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
He knew his God was reconciled,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
And this the messenger !
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
As sure as God had hung on high
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
first Monday of August next, at ten of the sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
His promise-bow before his eye.
dence.
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Earth’s purest hopes that oe’r him flung
-clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any of said town on his account or on account of
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
To point his Heavenward faith,
they have, why the same should not be al the town, as he will pay no bill for their
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Spear ;
And life’s most holy feelings strung
lowed.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
To sing him unto death.
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
submitted by the following important and ex
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
man
;
And on his daughter’s stainless breast
A true copy—Attest,
traordinary cures effected by their highly
York, Alexander Dennett;
The dying Hebrew sought his rest I
John Skeele, Register.
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
York
Corner,
Samuel
Douglass
;
July 14._______________________
_
*Plato calls Truth the body of God, and Light
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No..
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Y the subscriber 2 or 3 tons good dried
7, Division street. One or two of these he
Iiis shadow.
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden;
Apples.
CHARLES WARD.
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
and for the County of York, on the fourth
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
Kennebunk-port, June 26, 1838.
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, ting public.
day of June, in the year of our Lord eight
List of Letters
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive the
een hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon.
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk,
■White Beans.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Maine, June 30, 1838.
bushels White BEANS, for
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
OSHUA E. TREADWELL, administra Ow sale by
J. Goss ;
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pilis. Sb®'
E. BOURNE, John Brown, Francis
tor of the estate of Thomas Jones, late
Cornish, John McLellan ;
WM. LORD & Co.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi“
Limington, James McArthur;
• Brown, Alphar Bedee, Mrs. Mary of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
June 27, 1838.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Waterborough, James Leavett.
Bickford,—James Coleman, Euclid Chadsey, having presented his first account of admin
her ; but since usingyour Camomile Tonic Pills, her
NEW GOODS.
John Clefives, Merrill Cram,—Joshua Day, istration of the estate of said deceased : and
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
James H. P. Dame, Isaac Daniels, Miss Eu Eunice Jones, widow of said deceased, hav
Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr. out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
nice E. Drown,-Daniel Emery,— Parker Fall, ing presented her petition for an allowance
H. GOULD has just received an ad- S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
life comfortably again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
Ivory Fernaid, Amos Ficket, Mrs. Hannah out of his personal estate :
• ditional supply of GOODS, which,
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
Fernaid,—Thomas Gillpatrick, Ivory^TiUpatNewark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
ORDERED—That the said petitioners give having been purchased low for cash, he will Only authorized travelling Agent for the
have been so unwell that I Was unable to attend to
notice to all persons interested, by causing a sell as cheap as can be bought elsewhere.—
rick.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
State of Maine.
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Henry P. Hoyt, Mrs. Olive Hatch,—Capt. copy of this order to be published three Among them are the following :—
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains
Samuel Littlefield, Ambrose Littlefield, Miss weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
2000 yds. Brown Sheetings and Shirtings :
Isabel Littlefield,—Elisha L. Mitchell, Miss zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Brown Drillings; Striped Shirting ; Bed
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ!'
appear at a Probate Court to he held at Ticking; Blue Drilling; Fancy Twilled
Olive Miller, 2, Mrs. Sarah Mitchell.
ROM 2 to 300 cords good merchantable ent kindsof medicine without effect,, until 1 commenced
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Mon Stormant ; Bleached Shirting ; English and
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Maple and Hard Pine Wood, for which their
beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Clement Noble, Miss Lydia Noble,—. day of August next, at ten of the clock in American Prints ; Coloured Cambrics ; Flag a fair price will be given by
mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
1
CHARLES WARD.
George Perkins, Samuel Pearce, Nath’l J. the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they Silk Handkerchiefs; Silk Gloves ; Silk,
to express my gratitude to you in person.
In the
Pishon, Miss Sarah Peabody,—Jonathan have, why the same should not be allowed. Twist and Thread ; Paddings ; Black Synmean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient servant,
Kennebunk-port, June 26,1838. _______
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
Stone, Seth Scammon, Selectmen of Kenne
shaw ; Ribbons ; English Ginghams; Kid
Dr. Wm. Evans.
A true copy—Attest,
bunk, Tobias Stone, Mrs. Susan Shackley.
Surplus Kevenue.
Gloves
;
Cassimeres
;
Thin
Duck
;
Factory
John Skeele, Register.
He therefore need only add that his
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
HOSE persons who have not as yet re
Warp ; Vestings; Ladies Common and
June 30.
________________ _
Joseph Taylor, Amos Taylor, William
ceived their proportion of the Surplus CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
French Kid Slippers ; Corded Skirts ; Green
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Taylor,—Charles W. Williams, Rev. Timo
Revenue, are hereby notified, that they must
Barrage ; Fancy Raw Silk and Sewing Silk
List of Letters
thy Walcott, James
Woodman, Daniel Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk Handkerchiefs ; Rouen Cassimere ; Checked call and receive it during the present month. PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Wheelwright, George Wilson, Mrs. Lydia
WM. M. BRYANT.
port, July 1, 1838.
Cambric ; Black Alepine ; Choppas ; Gen
New York, and of his authorised agents in
Warland, Widow Teague Wilton, Miss JoKennebunk, July 7,1838.
B. C. D. E.
tlemen’s Lisle thread Gloves ; Kid do.; Ed
town and country.
.anna Wells,
51 Letters.
DWIN BURNHAM, 2, Daniel Brackett, inboro’ Shawls ; Raw Silk do. : Straw Car
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
Jourueyman Wanted.
Silas Baker, Miss Mary Bridges,—Ste peting ; Paper Hangings ; Macassar Oil ;
ANTED, by the subscriber, a first rate streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
phen Cleaves, Jr.—Daniel Durrill, Stephen
Bear’s Oil; Court Plaster ; Sponge ; Sta
workman at the Boot and Shoe Ma where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
Scythes, Scythe Sneaths,
Dorman,—Miss Harriett B. English.
tionery ; Travelling and Work Baskets ; Cot
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk;
king Business ;—one that will be punctual
TZB AY FORKS, Rakes, Manure Forks,
K. L. S. T. W.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
to
his
engagements,
—
one
that
will
look
out
JlJL &c.—a prime assortment of the above Benjamin McKenney,— Marlin H. Loring, ton Cards, &c. &c.—&c.
also—
well for himself and his employer.—Such Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston;
articles for sale by
Mrs. Lucy Littlefield,— Samuel Pearce,
A good assortment of Groceries.
S. H. GOULD.
an one will meet with good encouragement. Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
Thomas S. Perkins,—Jeremiah Smith, 2,
—ALSO—
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
RALPH CURTIS.
Kennebunk-port, July 7,1838.
Shubael Smith, Nicholas E. Smart, Miss
Paints and Oil.
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
Kennebunk, July 7, 1838.
Phebe Stevens, Mrs. Phebe Seavey, Mrs.
Kennebunk-port, July 7, 1838.
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
Francis P. Smith, Miss Jane Stone, James
Fore Old Cider Vinegar,
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Nealy Wis
THOMASTON
LIME,
Taylor,
—
Israel
Wildes,
Thomas
Wildes,
Miss
Violin
Strings
"TAOR sale by
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath»
T
wholesale
or
retail,
by
the
subscriber.
Jt1
PORTER HALL.
Sabra Wormwood, George G. Wormwood.
F°R sale by
O. M. WHITE.
February 18,1837.
D. REMICH.
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
Kennebunk, July 13, 1838.
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Lain unpaid
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r four discontinue*1* except
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'('tie publisher does not h
a | error in aiiv adverts
c fewed for its insertion.

SPEECH OF MR.
'pon the resolution to c
Public Expenditure*
^Government frmn the
the Hause of Repress
Befrcnchment

Mr. BOND said he r
t mi of the House and
a ■ain invited to the sub
a L reform. He was a
h d become somewhat
n 1st feared that their fr
h al rendered them trite
h d been used, as was v
e let, to put down on<
eevate
___ another. Thai
tl$y seemed to have p
s far at least as the par
c hcerned. All must
h id no practical retrenc
Tory professi

Mr. B. said he wishet
to ad mit that the_
P rsver
d (¿eived, the people of
Jre “ fancy sketch.”
n ilike this concession, 1
tiltlsm to specify any reti
they had accomj
winich—
tlfty fail in this, as I thi:
d dfinand
drnand their reasons
tluir great and salutary
wwich they stood sole
th(| country,
[ am unwilling to bell
trtipchment and reform
am virtuous sense,
ccrantry will determine
foilstich measures had [
sisiple elevation ofcertt
[ou, Mr. Speaker, mi
something more than
Yht professed, sir. I n
w s|ch you act professec
7
pt1 Jest and most sacred
of ifhe People. We fine
in die Senate, a solemn
ef >fct a systematic refoi
i|ed in power. Tl
llrch, 1829, and you h
polession ever since,
new going on ten years
Pl ilpge has been redeen
The case

desire to conduct t
an i® with entire accurac
„„ «o state them, too. th:
so
oy iinion in relation to th
faiah of those whose co:
urder review.
Vas it really true, E
tu ubs of the Govern tner
lai ire ? Had the Presic
an il was there a necessi
WIis the patronage ol
en ormous as to require
on it ? Was this patro
en its, especially the pati
Wfeit true that the fre
th h security of our liber
shot
Pr oting
. - patronage
.
th hseveral Department
pa ftment in particular
ill these inquiries
de elarations and avow?
ini lilt party when they
Bi II lest gentlemen ma
Pr rcise . charges made
A< ministration, I beg JI
tail! documents of this
at( t iin which
‘ ‘ ‘ these
’___ c«
wi h the promised refoi
J f. Benton’s Report of
’he first, in point of
to ) he Senate in 1826,1
(01 ) which Mr. Bentoj
wl iiich was referred a ]
ini it| the expediency of
ag ï! of the Executive
Ui ted States.” In this
to ) reports:

That after mature de
ter iiarc
iare of opinion that it
ish hr to regulate by law t
lie "
Federal
of V
1
1 Governme
~
ca i be done consistently
th I Constitution, and
pr> oer efficiency of the
un rer this conviction, t
ca »fully as time and oth.
pe mit them to do, the c
Pa aonniro now exercised
ha »arrived at the con
nu land ought to bedim

'or this purpose that
po ted six bills ; one <
rej fiate the publication
pu die advertisements •
poing title-“ a bi]I
fat ihful collectors and d
enje. and to displace d
sk|!S its alluring title tl
tht 'following
Tint in «11 „„raiMl,
de
thf
fro
ed
tio
wh

to the Senate to fi|[
¡exercise ofthepresi(
ti office, the fact of th
10 the Senate at the si
>s made, with a state
®h such officer njay

'he other four bills
tra it or reduction of t
an > Patronage. R js
ret!Whem. Therepor

The committee do n<
are tn7tJ
s
th-er branchos

1 addumn to those
ed
Revisions of th-e
be
.^eomdy regffia
th it F'f. that they have
the
‘eve that they ha
th a
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